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Abstract

This thesis describes the design fabrication, measurement and analysis of asymmetric lightly doped drain transistors. The transistors were fabricated so that
adjacent transistors in columns were of a slightly different but determinable asymmetry. This approach has been termed the progressional offset technique.
The progressional offset technique has the advantage in that it can be used
to fabricate transistors with different lightly doped drain lengths the same wafer.
The resulting devices consist of a range of transistors with different degrees of
asymmetry which can be quantified.
The thesis shows that the asymmetry of these devices can be determined by
simple electrical measurements. The progressional offset technique was used to
show that an asymmetric lightly doped drain implant can have a large effect on
the electrical properties of the devices. This occurs when the lightly doped drain
implant is shadowed by the polysilicon gate during the angled implantation which
is routinely used by industry.
The progressional offset technique is a useful tool for analysing the effects of
asymmetry on Lightly Doped Drain (LDD) transistors. It also has been shown to
produce transistors with different LDD lengths on a single wafer.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1 Introduction
The first integrated circuits (ICs) were produced in 1959 and since that date the
design and fabrication of memory and logic chips has proceeded at an astonishing
rate. An example [1] of the development of DRAM chips (Dynamic Random Access
Memory) is shown in table 1-1 where the important factors such as DRAM size
has doubled almost every year and the critical dimension (CD) has reduced every
year down to the present half micron width.
This thesis mainly concentrates on the study of Lightly Doped Drain (LDD)
transistors. These are a form of MOSFET transistor that have an extra and lighter
dose implant between the channel and the drain. This enables them to operate at
a higher voltage than conventional transistors of equivalent dimensions.
The impetus behind the development of LDD transistors was a desire to develop
smaller geometry circuits [2]. This scaling increased the electric fields within the
devices [3], leading to undesirable hot-electron effects such as device degradation
and a lower breakdown voltage. A solution to many of these problems has been
the LDD transistor.'
Figure 1-1 shows how the number of transistors on a CPU 2 chip has increased
with time [2]. The CPUs have become more complicated so that advanced in-

1 Device

scaling is covered in more detail in section 2.2.

2 Central

Processing Unit.
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structions could be implemented (e.g. multiply and divide instead of just add and
subtract). These CPUs obviously require more transistors and, if the area of silicon is to remain constant, once again the transistors must be reduced in size. This
reduction in size has also produced the benefit of increased CPU speeds for two
reasons:* Reduction in gate switching time due to the reduced wire lengths.
Inclusion of cache memory and extended register sets on the same chip as
the CPU. The space to include these extra facilities has been created by
reducing the minimum feature size of the transistors.
Recently Intel have announced the introduction of chip replacements for hard
disks which are the main data storage on all computers [4]. These chips are 8Mbit
flash EEPROMs. An EEPROM cell has a smaller area than the equivalent DRAM
cell but, when this is compared to that quoted for the DRAM in table 1-1 we can
see that the future estimates for the DRAM have probably been underestimated.

Year
1985
DRAM size

1989 1993 1997 2000

256K

1M

4M

16M

64M

Wafer diameter (mm)

150

150

150

200

200

CD (tm)

1.25

1.0

0.7

0.5

0.3

Wafers/year (k)

100

80

70

50

20

Factory cost (M$)

100

250

720

1320

2500

Price/wafer (k$)

1.2

3.75

12.3

31.7

150

Die size (mm2 )

40

70

120

280

600

Yield (%)

90

85

80

70

70

Good die/wafer

400

215

118

78

36

Cost/die ($)

3

17.5

105

406

4200

Cost/bit (mc)

1

1.75

2.6

2.5

6.5

Table 1-1: Trends in DRAM microfabri cation.
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Transistors per chip
I ,UUU,UUU

500,000

80386

50,000
20,000
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8065
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71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87

Date of introduction

Figure 1-1: The number of transistors on a CPU shown as a function of time.
The replacement of slow mechanical data storage ( Hard disks have an average
access time 3 of l2mS 4.) with fast access silicon chips has obvious speed improvement advantages. This shows that the smaller the transistor can be made then
cheaper and faster data storage can be produced.

1.1.1 Technology Trends
A study into the factors that drive improvements in the productivity of semiconductor production has identified four major categories [5]:9

Smaller feature size: The advantages of having a smaller feature size is
twofold, firstly more devices can be included on the wafer and secondly these
smaller devices can operate at higher speeds.

'Access time is the time to retrieve digital data from storage.
'These small times are often achieved by using RAM to remember data that has been
previously retrieved as computers often refer to the same area of disk. This technique
is known as caching
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Larger chip size: Larger chips have an increased functionality and therefore
have a higher intrinsic value.
Larger diameter wafers: Increasing the diameter of the wafers increases
the area by a value proportional to the radius squared, this provides a significant increase in the number of chips that can be included on the wafer. The
increased fabrication costs for the larger diameter wafers is linear therefore
increasing the diameter of the wafers can produce cheaper devices.
Innovations: Improvements in the fabrication process and circuit design
will increase the productivity of the process.
The Lightly Doped Drain transistor fits into the first and last category of the
above list.

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to study Lightly Doped Drain (LDD) transistors.
This study is composed of several different sections. The following summary gives
a brief overview of the important aspects of this work.

1.2.1 Novel layout of LDD transistors
The experimental driving force behind the work is the use of a new layout scheme
for LDD transistors. This scheme is an experimental layout that can only realistically be used for test devices. The layout is called the Progressional Offset
Technique (POT) and is described in section 3.2.1. The nature of the POT method
forces the test wafers to be fabricated in a novel manner.

1.2.2 LDD fabrication process
Existing LDD process all rely on two separate self—aligned implants. These implants are the LDD implant which is typically self—aligned to a polysilicon gate
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and the source-drain implant that is typically self-aligned to spacers placed at the
side of the gate (see section 2.3.1). The novel LDD fabrication process presented
in this thesis maintains the self-aligned LDD implant but relies on a lithographic
mask to align the source-drain implant. This process is described in section 3.2.

1.2.3 Computer simulation to design process
Sophisticated commercial computer software has been used to design and predict both the process and the device physics of the transistors before they were
fabricated. The advantage of using computer simulation is that results are obtained quickly and cheaply therefore many different variations of the devices can
be performed in an effort to optimise the process before any devices need to be
fabricated.

1.2.4 Computer simulation to prove measurements
The most overlooked aspect of computer simulation is its use as a tool for verification of results. Section 7.6.4 shows a good example where a simple computer
simulation isolated the cause of an effect that might otherwise have been impossible to determine.

1.3

Structure of Thesis

The first chapter is an the introduction to the thesis and has set the scene for the
following work.
Chapter two reviews the technology that is used to make Lightly Doped Drain
(LDD) transistors. The layout of this chapter is based on the historical sequence
and it shows why LDD transistors were first needed as circuit sizes were reduced.
It then proceeds to show several of the different ways that both LDD and other
similar graded drain devices are fabricated.
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Chapter three introduces the novel process used in this research to fabricate
asymmetric LDD transistors. The advantage of this technique is that transistors
with many different LDD lengths can be fabricated on one wafer, which is not
normally possible with standard LDD fabrication techniques. This chapter details
the extensive use of computer simulation of the process and includes the key results
from the simulations.
Experimental design is an important tool and chapter four encompasses the
selection of parameters of the devices that were varied and which parameters were
varied. It then discusses the reduction in the number of experiments that had to
be performed by using response surfaces and Taguchi methods.
Chapter five discusses the physical layout of the test wafers and it highlights
the use of computerised techniques to both design the layout and measure and
save the data to aid extraction of crucial results.
Chapter six discusses the various optical and electrical measurements that were
performed on the devices. The chapter also discusses the techniques used to extract
the parameters that were of the most importance.
Chapter seven introduces the important results from computer simulation to
experimental results. The chapter also includes results of a simulation that has
been performed to describe an effect that has been encountered. This illustrates
the advantages that simulation has in not only predicting the outcome of an experiment but it can also be used to determine the cause of an effect that has been
encountered.
Chapter eight provides a summary of the preceding work and highlights what
has been the most important work to date. The chapter ends with suggestions for
follow—up experiments.

Chapter 2

LDD Transistors
2.1 Introduction
This chapter reviews the development of the graded drain transistor with particular
emphasis on the lightly doped drain transistor. It will also discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of the graded drain layout.

2.1.1 Graded drain transistors
A graded drain transistor is a one which has a non—abrupt transition in the impurity profile of the dopant atoms where the drain meets the channel. Instead the
concentration of the drain reduces gradually as it approaches the channel.

2.2 Historical Impetus
The driving force behind development of the graded drain transistor was the requirement to reduce peak electric fields in the drain end of the transistor and
hence increase the breakdown voltage of the transistor. The principle of this is
that introducing a lightly doped area between the drain and the channel increases
the depletion width and this lowers the peak electric field in the device. The benefit of introducing the lightly doped area has been shown to only be effective for
lightly doped lengths of between 0.2,um and 0.4m [6]. The upper limit of length

7
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corresponds to the width of the depletion region that spreads out in the n regions
[7].
One reason why higher operating voltages are required was the introduction of
the non—volatile memory Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory
(EEPROM). The EEPROM was first suggested in 1967 [8] as a memory device that
would not lose its contents when the power supply to it was removed. The principle
used is to put an electrically charged floating gate of (typically) polysilicon over
the channel of an IGFET transistor. This floating gate is electrically isolated
so it can retain charge in it for many years. The charge may be introduced to
the floating gate by a phenomenon known as Fowler—Nordheim tunnelling [9-12],
the presence or absence of the electric charge determines the state of the device.
Fowler—Nordheim electrons are capable of tunnelling through insulators when the
electric field applied across the insulator is large. The conditions that are required
to produce this are:—

* Thin tunnel oxide ( 80A to 120A).
High voltage applied across the tunnel oxide ( 20V).

To supply 20V to the EEPROM requires interfacing circuitry that can withstand this voltage. To provide this voltage it is necessary to develop high voltage
devices. An extensive review of EEPROM and floating gate technology is found in
references [13-50]. Equation 2.1 shows how the Fowler—Nordheim current density
varies with electric field.

3E2 (_4(2m) h/2 3/2\
= q
exp
JFN
3hqE B )
8h B
Where:—

JFN is the Fowler—Nordheim current density.
q is the electronic charge.
E is the electric field.

(2.1)

Chapter 2. LDD Transistors
h is Plank's constant.
qB

is the barrier height [9-12, 51].

m is the free-electron mass.

Another reason why the operating voltages of the devices needed to be 'increased' was that as the size of the transistor reduced the voltages that they could
be run at has also reduced. These new devices would have been incompatible with
other discrete silicon chips, therefore the operating voltages had to be 'increased'.

2.2.1 Electric field reduction
The basic principle in all graded drain structures is the same, namely, reducing
the peak electric fields on the drain side of the junction. This is typically achieved
with the use of a shallow and relatively light implant between the channel and the
much more heavily doped drain.
The electric field in a conventional device (no LDD regions) peaks approximately at the metallurgical junction and drops quickly to zero in the drain because no
field can exist in the highly conductive n region. The electric field in the LDD
device extends across the n region before dropping at the drain. If the applied
voltages are the same for both the normal transistor and the LDD device then the
peak electric field must be lower for the LDD device (see figure 2-1) [52]. This is
because integration of the total electric field for both devices must have the same
value and because the electric field is spread across a larger distance in the LDD
device the peak electric field is lower.

2.2.2 Scaling
The reason there has been a desire to increase breakdown voltages was not in
general because higher voltages were required but because the transistors had
been scaled down (section 1.1). When the devices are scaled the voltages that
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Gate

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

n

-

n

+

Conventional
/

Inn

E

,
9 4

0

x3
w

0

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Position Along Surface (microns)

Figure 2-1: Comparison of electric fields for normal and LDD transistors
they operate at also needs to be scaled down since the breakdown voltage of
silicon does not scale and remains constant.
Device scaling is attractive for the following reasons:—

Smaller devices have smaller capacitances and hence will run faster.

Greater circuit complexity - with the advent of VLSI technology more sophisticated circuits can be produced that could replace many of the previous
chips. The area of the silicon that can be used remains roughly constant.

Cost - with smaller transistors more devices can be fitted onto a wafer and
these could be sold more cheaply.
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The problem with device scaling is that the maximum operating voltages must
also be scaled down [53-55], when the maximum electric fields of the devices are
kept constant. Table 2-1 shows how the parameters vary with a scaling factor
,i, where

K

is the number of times smaller the scaled transistor will be [56] when

compared to another known larger device. The voltage of a chip often cannot be
scaled down as the chip can be used to replace older devices where the external
voltage must be kept compatible. To keep the supply voltages constant the constant voltage scaling law was introduced [57] (see table 2-2). With these rules
the oxide thickness is not reduced as much as with constant electric field scaling.
This alleviates problems of mobility degradation that can happen with high electric fields perpendicular to the channel. A compromise in scaling rules has been
introduced. This is the quasi-constant voltage scaling (see table 2-2), where all
the supply voltages are scaled down but by a smaller factor.
Further information on scaling is available in references [58-61].

Quantity

Scaling factor

Device dimensions (L,W,d0 ), junction depth
Area

1/t

Packing density (devices per unit area)

c2

Doping concentration, NA
Bias voltages and VT

1/tC

Bias currents

1/k

Power dissipation for a given circuit

1/k2

Power dissipation per unit of chip area

1

Capacitances, C

1/K

1/r2

Capacitances per unit area, C'
Charges, Q

1/K 2

Charges per unit area, Q

1

Electric field intensity

1

Table 2-1: Scaling rules for reducing size of transistors by K times. Note these rules
are for constant electric field scaling, therefore the applied voltages are
scaled.
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Scaling factor
Quantity

Constant field

Constant volt-

Quasi constant

scaling

age scaling

voltage scaling

1<<ic

1<<ic

W,L

1/ic

1/ic

1/ic

dox

1/ic

1/3

1/ic

NA

ru

ft

It

V,VT

1/ic

1

1/0

Table 2-2: Comparison of all the major scaling rules for device size shrinkage.
Constant voltage scaling is important because replacement chips of
different technology must work with existing hardware.

The concept of scaling down the device size is well established, the first published paper was dated 1974 [53]. However there have also been other studies
previous (1971) [62] to the factors that would eventually limit the size of devices.
The following list shows several of the factors that determine the minimum possible
size of the transistors.

Punchthrough When the depletion regions of the source and drain touch the
transistor enters a mode called punchthrough where the transistor conducts
even when no gate voltage is applied. This can be prevented by using a
higher concentration of substrate doping with a punchthrough implant as
indicated by table 2-1. The channel length of the transistor cannot be made
less than two depletion layer thicknesses

0.02itm [62-66].

Power dissipation As the packing density of devices increases the heat that is
generated by the transistors becomes a problem. To achieve a higher packing
density lower voltages and currents have to be used to reduce the power of
the devices. The limit in this voltage reduction occurs when the voltages
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used come close to the threshold voltage of the transistor, or when the
noise level becomes a significant factor [56].
Oxide thickness In order to reduce the threshold voltage of the transistor the
gate oxide thickness has to be reduced. The minimum thickness of this oxide
is determined by the thickness where the oxide still acts as an insulator
(typically down to

50A for typical supply voltages [62, 67]). Below this

thickness the electric field can be intense enough that the electrons can tunnel
through the gate oxide with the applied gate bias. This tunnelling is known
as Fowler- Nordheim tunnelling [9, 68] and is used extensively in non-volatile
memory applications.
Surface scattering As the junction depth is decreased a corresponding decrease
in the channel depth will occur. This will give a greater proportion of the
current in the surface of the device. Electrons moving near the surface of the
channel region suffer from an increase in scattering. This scattering is due
to the carriers being attracted to the surface of the device due to the vertical
component of the electric field from the gate. When the carriers reach the
silicon / silicon dioxide interface they collide and hence suffer a reduction in
mobility [69, 70]. This scattering is more pronounced at lower temperatures
[71].
Electromigration With the widths of the connecting aluminium tracks becoming narrower the cross-sectional area decreases by a factor of 1/,2. However
the current will only scale down by 1/i (Table 2-1), hence the current density
will increase by a factor of ic. This is undesirable since the increased current
density can cause elect romigration, where the metal atoms are carried by
the flow of current and a build up or reduction in local areas can result in
failure. For aluminium lines, the current density should not be larger than
1mAum 2 [56, 72]. Other authors (Blech, Meieran [73] and Hoeneisen, Mead

'The voltage required to turn on the transistor
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[62]) report that to avoid electromigration a current density "substantially
lower than 106 A/cm2" should be used 2

2.3 Methods of Producing Graded Junctions
2.3.1 Graded Drain Technology
The first graded-drain structures were fabricated with phosphorus drains. Phosphorus was chosen since the diffusing coefficient was higher than that of arsenic
thus resulting in a larger graded region during the annealing stage of the processing
and this therefore produced a lower concentration. This graded region was used
to expand the depletion region deeper into the drain and thus reduce the peak
electric field. Significant reduction in hot-electron generation was obtained with
the graded drain though both drain resistance and short-channel effects increased.
The graded junction device is shown in figure 2-2.

2.3.2 Lightly Doped Drain Technology
The next category of devices employ a Lightly Doped Drain. In the LDD structure, narrow, self-aligned, n regions are introduced between the channel and n+
source-drain regions. The n region at the source is not really necessary unless the
device is to be operated bidirectionally, but to eliminate it would require an extra
masking step. The lightly doped drain reduces the peak electric field by spreading
the drain voltage drop over a wider depletion region [74]. This is accomplished
by using both a lower dose and by grading the impurity profile. The lower dose
and grading affect both the magnitude as well as the location of the lateral electric
field. The peak lateral electric field for the conventional device lies just within the
drain region, while the peak electric field for the lightly doped device lies within

2

106Acm 2 is 10 times greater than lmAjtm2
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Phosphorus implant

Anneal: Phosphorus diffuses away from
Implanted area to give graded drain

Figure 2-2: The graded drain device. The advantage of the graded drain device
is the simplicity of fabrication. The disadvantage is increased shortchannel effects. The fabrication of the graded drain device relies on the
'high' diffusivity of phosphorus when the structure is annealed. The
high rate of diffusion allows a gradual increase in the concentration
of the phosphorus from the channel underneath the gate to the main
body of the drain
the n region near the n drain [52]. A fabrication technique for this type of
device is shown in figure 2-3.

2.3.3 Doubly Diffused Drain
Figure 2-5 shows a cross section of an As-P double diffused drain (DDD)and its
drain impurity profile. The self-aligned n regions introduced at the periphery
of the n+ source-drain diffusions are a unique feature to this device [75]. Graded
junctions (n+ - n ) are obtained by a double-implantation of both arsenic and
phosphorus. A typical fabrication process for DDD devices is shown in figure 2-4.
This helps to reduce the electric field at the drain. The n peak concentration is
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Form poly gate
Implant LDD regions

Grow CVD oxide

Etch oxide to form
sidewall spacers

Implant source and drain

Figure 2-3: Fabrication of LDD devices. Their advantage is the improved hot—
electron effects whereas the disadvantage is a more complicated process than that of the graded drain device shown in figure 2-2.
the most important parameter for determining both lateral and vertical impurity
profiles which influence the device characteristics.
The first reported work [75] carried into DDD devices reported an improved
breakdown voltage of +1.5V over a more normal arsenic only drain device for
devices of the same effective channel length. Other work [76] has suggested an
improvement of up to +2.5V over conventional devices using a slightly different
process. This work concluded that the DDD structure had an improved avalanche
breakdown performance as well as improved hot—electron effects, but the transconductance was found to have degraded by around 20%. Further work [77] suggest
that when the DDD structure is optimised to give a minimum channel electric field
the hot—carrier immunity of this device is improved by two orders of magnitude.
The DDD type transistors have a fabrication advantage over the LDD transistors. The DDD transistor only requires the n arsenic implant an anneal and
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Implant phosphorous

Anneal

1
Implant Arsenic

Figure 2-4: Fabrication of DDD devices, utilises different diffusivities of phosphorus and arsenic to produce graded drain in the transistor. The fabrication of the doubly diffused drain is similar to the graded drain device
but it has an arsenic implant to improve the contact between the drain
and external connections. This allows the phosphorus implant to have
a lower dose.
the n+ phosphorus implant; whereas the LDD device requires an extra 'masking'
step as well as the two implants (See Section 2.3.1). However the LDD transistor
is more likely to be used in favour of the DDD device in small geometry devices.
This is because of the smaller sideways diffusion of the lightly doped regions of
the LDD device. LDD device can consequently be used for devices with a smaller
gate length [78].
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Figure 2-5: Doubly diffused transistor source-drain doping profile

2.4 Device Characteristics
2.4.1 Avalanche Breakdown
When a device is turned on fast carriers moving in the channel can impact with
silicon atoms and ionise them, producing electron-hole pairs; this is referred to as
impact ionisation. The newly generated pairs can themselves gain enough energy
to impact with silicon atoms and produce more electron-hole pairs, etc. This is
called the avalanche effect, and is most pronounced in the pinch-off region near
the drain where electric fields are at their highest. Currents higher than those
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predicted by common device models will then flow, and the phenomenon is referred
to as channel breakdown [79].

2.4.1.1 Substrate current
A substrate current is formed when electron-hole pairs are generated by impact
ionisation. The generated electrons enter the drain and the holes are collected
by the substrate terminal and constitute the substrate current [70, 80-84]. The
substrate current 'sub as a function of the gate voltage is shown in figure 2-6
[85]. The substrate current increases first with Vg, reaches a maximum, then
decreases. The peaking of 'sub can be explained as follows. Assuming that the
impact ionisation occurs uniformly in the pinch-off region, the substrate current
can be expressed as:-

'sub

= IDa AL

(2.2)

Where a is the ionisation coefficient, the number of electron-hole pairs generated
per unit distance; and AL is the length of the pinch-off region. As Vg increases,
both 'd and Vd$AT increase for a given Vd. When VdSAT increases the lateral field
( Vd - VdSAT ) / L decreases, causing a reduction in the ionisation coefficient, a.
The initial increase of 'sub is caused the increase in the drain current with Vg ,
and at larger Vg , the decrease of 'sub is due to the decrease of a. Maximum

'sub

occurs where the two factors balance.
It is expected that the peak of the substrate current will increase linearly
with the width of the transistor. This does happen, but when the width of the
transistor becomes narrow (< 3gm) the influence of the boron field implant at
the edge of the device becomes significant [83]. In these narrower transistors the
boron field implant diffuses into a significant part of the channel. The introduction
of the boron leads to an increased probability of impact ionisation occurring and
therefore a higher substrate current is produced because of the increased level of
impurity scattering. This factor is still dominated by the decrease in substrate
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Figure 2-6: Substrate current verses gate voltage

current by reducing the width of the transistor but it does produce a "hump" in
the peak substrate current versus width of the device.

2.4.1.2 Double hump substrate currents

The first mention of double hump substrate currents was in 1985 by Hsu and Moll
[86]. They reported that the substrate current decreased to a minimum and then
increased to form a second hump (figure 2-7) as opposed to the normal decrease
as shown in figure 2-6. This second hump in the substrate current was found
only in devices with channel length less than 2jim and especially in devices in
which the gate and the drain were underlapped. They concluded that the double
hump substrate current occurred when the channel carrier density and the dose
of the n region are comparable. The effect can be maximised by making the gap
between the gate edge and the n+ region as short as possible.
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Figure 2-7: Substrate current showing double hump
Further observations of the double hump substrate currents have been reported
in devices such as funnel shaped transistors (drain end of channel wider than the
source) [87, 88] and in devices that have had a shadowed LDD 7° implant [89].
These devices were all asymmetrical and only exhibited the double hump substrate
current in one direction only. The shadowed devices had a minimum overlap source
to gate which under high gate bias gave a high lateral electric field at the source
side. This gave rise to the second hump in the substrate current.
The final method of producing a double hump in the substrate current did
not initially require an asymmetric device. Instead a transistor with asymmetric
results was produced by subjecting a symmetrical transistor to hot—electron stress.
These devices again had a short gate / channel length (1im). The asymmetrical
nature of the transistors was due to localised interface traps at the drain during
stress being filled with electrons. These electrons induced positive charge in the
channel, resulting in a localised channel region with high threshold voltage and
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local conductance. With the negative charges located near the source (which is
the case for reverse-mode measurement), the transistors can have a high channel
field peak near the source under high Vg bias.

2.4.1.3

Parasitic bipolar breakdown

When the length of the channel is reduced parasitic bipolar breakdown can occur
[80, 90, 91]. As the carrier electrons impact at the drain end of the device the
electron-hole pairs are generated as described previously, but, with the channel
length being much smaller some of the generated holes can be attracted to the
source via the substrate. Since the substrate is relatively lightly doped there is
a resistance to this current, hence there is a voltage drop. This voltage drop can
then forward bias the source-substrate junction, causing electron injection into the
substrate. This injected current gives rise to a parasitic n-p-n transistor with its
base (substrate terminal) floating. This current then reaches the drain where it can
further generate more electron-hole pairs which can contribute to the substrate
current. A diagram to help describe this event is shown in figure 2-8

2.4.1.4 Punchthrough
Punchthrough has already been mentioned in section 2.2.2. Punchthrough is confined to the realm of short-channel devices with channel lengths of < 1.5tm [92]
and occurs when the source and drain depletion layers meet. To achieve a higher
punchthrough voltage it is common practise to dope the region below the channel with a higher concentration [65]. This is achieved by using a punchthrough
implant. This has been used in the scaling rules shown in table 2-1.

2.4.1.5

Degradation

Degradation of MOSFET transistors can be described as the change of measurable
parameters after the device has been used. This is typically measured by the shift
in trans conductance against stress time or the shift in threshold voltage against
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Figure 2-8: Parasitic bipolar breakdown
stress time [84, 93, 94]. Measurement of degradation gives an estimate of the
lifetime of the device.
For n-channel MOSFETs a physical mechanism for the degradation of the
device is the emission of the hot electrons from the silicon into the gate-Si02 layer
when the applied voltages exceed certain values [95]. The hot electrons originate
from the surface channel current (channel hot electrons). Subsequent trapping of
the hot electrons in the gate insulator layer can cause instability in the form of
transconductance degradation and/or threshold shift. Threshold instability can
result from hot-hole injection [96], but this only occurs when the drain is heavily
avalanching.
The sources of channel hot electrons are primarily the channel conduction current and the multiplication current initiated by the channel current. Hot electrons
with enough energy from the high electric field at the drain end of the device
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can surmount the Si - Si02 interface barrier. These electrons are susceptible to
capture in areas known as trap sites. Trapping as a form of degradation is a well
known phenomenon with EEPROMs (see page 8). It has been proved that the
Si - S102 interface suffers electron injection only at the drain end, devices that
had been stressed showed that I-V characteristics were not totally symmetrical
with respect to the source-drain terminals. This was due to electron injection
only at the the drain end [97]. This asymmetrical degradation was also proved
by Nissan-Cohen et. al. [98] where they used the substrate current measurement
with terminal swapping to prove that after a period of stressing electrons were
trapped in the gate oxide at the drain end of the device. They concluded that the
trapped electrons enhanced the electric field and hence increased the avalanche
generation rate.
The LDD transistor has the advantage that the reduced peak field is shifted
away from the gate oxide beneath the polysilicon gate so the hot-electron injection
into the oxide is much less [99] than other types of MOSFET transistors.
N-channel devices are affected by degradation more severely than the equivalent p-channel devices [100]. This is because the holes have a much smaller mean
free path than electrons in the same electric field. Therefore the holes have on
average lower energies than electrons and are therefore less likely to be injected
into the Si02 [101].
In the interface between the Si and Si02 there exists a region of incomplete
oxidation of the silicon due to the interruption of the periodic lattice structure.
This region can trap or donate electrons. The interface trap is considered a donor
if it can become neutral or positive by donating an electron [102]. (This is also
called interface state , fast state or surface state).
There are two possible places where the high energy electrons can be trapped.
These are either at the surface state trap sites or in the oxide [103]. Hsu et. al. [93]
suggest that device degradation is due to trapping at the surface states. Takeda
et. al. [104] found that there was a correlation between the peak substrate current
and the peak degradation of the trans conductance on the device. Both of these
parameters correlated to the peak number of surface states.
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To improve the device's hardness to degradation by surface states it has been
suggested [105] that the peak electric fields should be moved deeper into the bulk
of the device. Therefore the maximum point of generation of hot-electrons should
be moved deeper into the device and then these hot-electrons are less likely to
become trapped in the Si - 5i02 interface. This has been achieved by the use of a
buried LDD implant (Figure 2-9) and can be fabricated by using a higher energy
(180KeV) implant for the LDD implant.The peak of the implant no longer is at
the surface of the device but is below the surface.

Oxide sidewall

Figure 2-9: Buried LDD transistor
Another method to improve the degradation of the transistors [106] is to steer
the electron current and the impact ionisation region deeper into the device. This
is achieved by the use of an angled LDD implant which produces an LDD region
as illustrated in figure 2-10. The electrons approach the LDD region tangentially
to the electric field, therefore they will be moved from the surface as shown in
figure 2-10.

2.4.1.6 Velocity Saturation
It is well known that electrons in a high electric field in silicon will reach a terminal
velocity [107-109]. In small electric fields the relationship between velocity and
electric fields is linear, while at higher electric fields the carrier velocity deviates
from the linear dependence with the field and finally saturates at a scatter-limited
value [109]. The effect of saturation of the velocity of the electrons is to reduce
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Gate

Path of
electrons

Figure 2-10: Sloped—Junction LDD (SJLDD), this device is fabricated using an
angled implant. The objective of the device is to move the electrons
away from the surface of the device to minimise the chance of the
hot—electrons becoming trapped in the silicon—oxide interface.
the drain (drive) current in MOSFETs [57, 110]. Sodini et. al. [111] found that
equation 2.3 produced a close fit to the electron velocity in an electric field. Where
E is critical electric field at which the velocity deviates from linear behaviour to
saturated behaviour. This is best described in figure 2-11.

V

=

/2eff E
+()2]
I+ ( E )2]'1
Ec

(2.3)

2.4.2 Limitations
The improvement of the transistor by introducing the graded drain structure is not
achieved without a price. Apart from increasing the complexity of the processing
of the devices the following list describes some of the drawbacks.
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Figure 2-11: Velocity of electrons versus electric field. Note the use of E (critical
electric field) to describe the point where the curve deviates from the
linear.

2.4.2.1 Series Resistance

The lightly doped regions increase the series resistance of the transistor [112, 113,
59, 114-117], so the drain current (current drive) is reduced [52, 571. This also
has the effect of degrading the trans conductance of the device which reduces with
increasing series resistance.

The resistance of the n region is not constant but is controlled by the gate
voltage. The gate modulates the carrier concentration in the n region under
the gate directly, and in the rest of the n region through fringing fields [116].
However, the mobile charge is confined within a layer which is much thinner than
the n junction depth.
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With device scaling the other forms of resistance are also important, these are:-

9

Contact resistance
Sheet resistance
Spreading resistance

Contact resistance increases because the area of the contact hole is reduced as
the transistor is scaled down. The sheet resistance of the source/drain is increased
with reduced junction depth assuming doping remains constant (see appendix C).
The spreading resistance is increased due to higher levels of current crowding at the
end of the channel [113, 118, 109, 57]. The spreading resistance is proportional
to the inverse of the width of the device (assuming that the channel depth is
approximately constant). Therefore with device scaling the spreading resistance
becomes significant with small geometry devices, also, as source/drain junction
resistivity increases, the current crowding resistance goes up as well [118].

2.4.3 Overlap
To improve device speed performance the "minimum—overlap MOSFET" has been
proposed to minimise the gate—to—drain overlap capacitance [119]. The capacitance of the transistor coupled with the resistance dictates the maximum speed
(highest frequency) at which the device can be run. It is preferable to reduce the
capacitance of the device to as small a value as possible to maximise the speed at
which the device will run.
Chan et. al. [119] demonstrated that for non—LDD devices the length of the
overlap (F) should be at least 20OA3 otherwise the devices had a lifetime of "10
to 100 times shorter" when subjected to hot—electron stressing. They fabricated a
series of transistors that varied from non—overlap of the gate and drain to devices

3A

length that is comparable to the gate oxide thickness.
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that had an overlap of 320A. These were fabricated as described in figure 2-12,
the different overlap lengths were produced by using different anneal times. The
non-overlap devices demonstrated poor degradation because "the gate region has
weak control of the channel region where the hot-electron-induced degradation
occurs". The transition region between non-overlap and an overlap length of 200A
still showed bad degradation problems because of the variability in the shadowing
of the drain implant. Increasing the overlap length increased the resistance of the
device to degradation but it also increases the capacitance of the device.
Simulation for the overlap of LDD transistors [120] showed that transistors
with gate/drain overlap provided greater field reduction than those without overlap. Transistors with complete overlap of the gate and the n region has the greatest reduction in peak fields. Experimental work [121] suggests that hot-electron
reliability in LDD and conventional devices can be improved by increasing the
overlap between the gate and drain.
Further work [122] into the influence of shadowed drain implants has concluded
that tilted source-drain implants produce asymmetries in high-field effects and
that these effects may persist even when the full overlap is achieved between the
source-drain regions and the gate.
Izawa and Takeda [7] reported that increasing the length of overlap (F) for an
LDD region under the gate has the effect of reducing the substrate current. However increasing F increases the gate-drain overlap capacitance. This capacitance
can be reduced by decreasing the n dose.
The hot-electron-induced degradation in n-channel MOSFETs has been identified to be mainly due to interface generation [93] (see section 2.4.1.5). In conventional devices, these generated interface charges are located at the drain junction
edge under the gate. Their main effects are reduced mobile charges and reduced
mobility in the channel [93]. In non-conventional devices where the point of maximum channel electric field generally is located outside the gate edge, the interface
charges are mostly generated on top of the graded-drain region [94]. Since the
sheet-charge (inversion layer) concentration in the graded-drain region in most
LDD structures is small when compared to the channel region a moderate amount
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Figure 2-12: The experimental technique described above produces devices with
different gate to drain overlap lengths. This is an experimental technique used to investigate the effect of variation in the overlap length.
of localised interface-charge generation can significantly effect the "external channel" and cause an increase in the series resistance. Since the degradation rate is
sensitive to sheet-charge density outside the gate edge, Hsu and Grinolds [94] recommend that some overlap should be maintained in minimum-overlap structures
and the sheet-charge density should be as high as possible in LDD devices.
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2.5 Modelling
Modelling of transistors has proved to be a useful technique to determine how
they will perform when subjected to variation of the parameters of the model.
The advantage that a good model has is that "experiments" can be performed
using the model for little or no cost. However these experiments must be verified
by real results.
The main areas of modelling that have been published are breakdown voltage
models (see [91, 123-125, 6]) and electric field models (see [126-129]). Other papers
on models have been for mobility (see [130, 131]), degradation (see [132, 101, 97])
and other topics of Lightly Doped Drain Devices [133], substrate currents [134],
punchthrough currents [63] and substrate currents [70].

2.6 Summary
This chapter has reviewed work that is directly relevant to this project. It has
not attempted to reproduce what can be found in any standard text book on
processing devices and modelling [135-137]. It has instead concentrated on the
areas of work that are more directly related to the graded drain transistors.
The chapter has started by describing the driving force behind the the development of graded drain transistors. This was the desire to reduce the size of
transistors so that more transistors and hence more complicated circuits could be
incorporated on equal sized areas of silicon. This reduction in size increased the
electric fields in the transistors so a new generation of device had to be developed
that could work at higher fields without the penalty of the size increase. These
devices were in general graded drain devices.
The majority of work in this thesis has been on LDD devices therefore this
chapter has concentrated on the looking at these devices and the problems associated with both their fabrication and use.

Chapter 3

LDD Process Design

3.1

Objective of the Design

The starting point in designing a test structure to be used to vary LDD length is
to decide on the basic process that is to be used. This then defines the areas of the
process that will have to be modified to accommodate the variable LDD length.

3.1.1 Limitations of standard processes
In a standard fabrication process the length of LDD transistors is largely set by
the length of sidewall spacers, but the width of the sidewall spacers are determined
by the height of the polysilicon gate and the conditions that were used to etch the
spacer material (Figure 3-1). If we wish to investigate the effect of LDD length
on device performance this fabrication technique has an inherent problem that
on any one wafer it is only possible to have one LDD length. As a result of this
many wafers would have to be fabricated to produce devices with different LDD
lengths. This approach has the added disadvantage that the LDD length can
not be accurately determined in advance since the size of the sidewall spacers are
determined to a large extent by the judgement of the operator who etches away
the CVD oxide. It was consequently decided that a custom LDD process would
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have to be developed. It was important that it incorporated some mechanism to
allow the fabrication of many different LDD lengths on the same wafer.

Form polysilicon gate

Grow C.V.D. oxid

Jj___

R.I.E.-etched oxide

Figure 3-1: Sidewall spacer technology. The fabrication of the sidewall spacers
is a simple process that doesn't require the use of any lithographic
steps to define the sidewall features. The key steps that have been
shown above are the deposition of oxide over the entire surface of the
wafer and then an incomplete etching of the oxide. The etching has to
be Reactive Ion Etch (RIE) so that an anisotropic etch is performed
which leaves the sidewall spacers.

3.2 Process

The solution that was chosen to fabricate a multi-length LDD transistor was to
to define the LDD length with a masking step. The proposed process is illustrated
schematically in figure 3-2 and highlights the difference between the LDD Self
Aligned Gate (LDDSAG) process and a standard process.
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The most important difference between the two processes is that in the LDDSAG
process the length of the LDD regions is defined by masking, whereas the standard
process has the LDD lengths determined by the oxide sidewall spacers.

LDDSAG process

Standard process

D:=~ D====<1
Grow oxide

Grow oxide

Deposit poly and etch gate

Deposit poly and etch gate

Implant source and drain

Implant LDD

(Mask-aligned)

(Self-aligned)

Implant LDD
(Self-aligned)

Make spacers
Implant source and drain

Figure 3-2: Comparison of conventional sidewall spacer LDD process and
LDDSAG process.

The use of a masking step to define the source/drain regions has the problem
that misalignment of this layer relative to the other layers will produce different
LDD lengths at the source and drain side of the gate. Fortunately a simple technique [138] for measuring asymmetrically offset gate transistors had already been
developed and it was believed that even though the transistors were different in
design the technique could be modified so that it could be used with asymmetric
LDD transistors.
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3.2.1 Progressional Offset Technique
Since the chosen fabrication process was not self—aligned in the conventional sense
it was ideally suited to fabricating asymmetric transistors. To ensure that a range
of asymmetric and symmetric transistors were fabricated the Progressional Offset
Technique (POT) [138] was used. This technique uses a column of almost identical
transistors except that the position of the gate is varied relative to the centre of
the transistors channel from —0.5,am to +0.4tm in steps 1 of O.litm as shown in
figure 3-3. A simple measurement of drain current difference when swapping the
source and drain terminals easily identifies the symmetrical transistor therefore all
other transistors in that column have known dimensions relative to this transistor.
There is a difference in the drain current when the source and drain definition
is swapped because of the resistance of the drain region [89]. The lightly doped
areas of the source and drain contribute a large proportion of the resistance of the
entire source/drain and any variation in the length of the LDD areas will have
a large effect on the resistance of the source and drain. The magnitude of the
saturation current will be affected by the overall resistance of the drain region.
When POT is used, the length of the LDD regions for both the source and
drain will be varied as the gate is moved up the channel. The layout ensures that
the total LDD length is constant but the ratio of the lengths of the source to drain
will vary in the column (Figure 3-3). When the symmetrical transistor has been
identified in a column of POT transistors the rest of the column will then have
known dimensions relative to the symmetrical transistor. Although this technique
has the disadvantage of requiring an entire column of transistors to fabricate one
transistor of a known size, it has the significant advantage of producing transistors
of known asymmetry. This technique can only be used as an experimental tool as
the dimensions of the transistors LDD length depend on alignment errors that are
subject to normal manufacturing variations.

1A

column of ten transistors were drawn (5 with —ye offset,1 symmetrical and 4 with

a +ve offset)
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Figure 3-3: Progressional Offset Technique. A column of nearly identical transistors are fabricated with the difference between the each transistor
being the gate position which is displaced 0.1m between successive
transistors. The gate and the drain are both mask defined so that
the relative difference between successive transistors is drawn onto
the masks. The transistors were drawn with an gate offset from the
symmetrical transistor from —0.5m to 0.4m.

3.3 Process Design and Simulation
3.3.1 Historical Approach
Traditionally the design of a new process has been a long and complex task. This
requires many variations in the process to obtain an accurate picture of precisely
how each fabrication step affects the final device. This is obviously a long and
tedious task and therefore much effort has been expended to find new methods of
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eliminating the time and cost factors involved. The most promising approach that
is widely used is computer simulations of the process [139-145].
Simulation has the advantage that a simulated process step will take less time
than the actual process step so many combinations of process control factors can
be readily investigated. Since simulation is a lot cheaper than the fabrication of
test wafers the costs and time of designing a new process are both reduced.
Other advantages of using simulations is that they can give information about
the process that is not otherwise quickly or readily available. This information
includes such factors as junction depths, threshold voltages and doping profiles.

3.4 Standard Process
3.4.1 Simulation of Standard Process
A comprehensive simulation of two standard processes had been carried out in the
Edinburgh Microfabrication Facility [146, 147] and good agreement was obtained
with experimental measurement after the simulator had been calibrated to the
process. The calibration is performed by changing the value of model coefficients
that are used calculate such things as oxide growth and diffusion rates.

3.5 Asymmetric LDD Process
The creation of a new process from scratch is a time consuming task and to speed
up the time scale the two following techniques were used:Modification of an existing process.
Using simulation software for both process and device simulation. The resulting devices from process simulation can then be quickly analysed using
a device simulator. The device simulator gives information that can be
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obtained experimentally such as voltages and currents but can also give information such as electric fields and regions of impact ionisation.

The rest of this chapter takes a more detailed look at both the process and device
simulation that was used to develop processes for the following work.

3.5.1 Process Simulation
The software simulators that were used were part of the TMA 2 software suite.
The main program that was used to simulate the process was TSUPREM-4 [148].
This was the most advanced of the available two-dimensional simulators. The advantage that two-dimensional simulators have over one-dimensional simulators is
that they can simulate two-dimensional effects such as bird's beak 3 and the sideways diffusion of implanted impurities. One dimensional simulators only provide
depth related impurity concentrations.
Process simulators numerically solve the differential equation models for processing physics using a two dimensional grid of points to represent the device.
The finer the grid the more accurate the solution is but a refined grid structure
requires more computation time. The commands for setting up the grid points for
TSUPREM-4 are as follows and a pictorial representation of the grid is shown in
figure 3-4.

line x loc=-4.2 spacing=.5 tagleft
line x loc=-2.7 spacing=.5 tag=conl
line x loc=-2.2 spacing0.1 tag=source
line x loc=-1.5 spacing=0.2 taggatel
line x loc=O spacing=0.2 tag=middle
line x loc1.5 spacing=0.2 tag=gater

2 Technology
3 lntrusion

Modelling Associates, Inc.

of the non-abrupt oxide into the channel of the device.
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line x loc=2.2 spacing=0.1 tag=drain
line x loc=2.7 spacing=.5 tag=conr
line x loc=4.2 spacing=.5 tag=right
line y locO spacing=.03 tag=surf
line y loc=1 spacing=.1 tag=bottom
boundary exposed xlo=left xhi=right ylo=surf yhi=surf
region silicon xlo=left xhi=right ylo=surf yhi=bottom
option devicepostscript plot out=plot .ps
initialize <100> arsenic=7e14
structure pisces=outfilename

InitiaL Grid

flistnncp (mlr.rnns)

Figure 3-4: Graphical representation of the grid used to initialise the process simulator.
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3.5.1.1 Well Formation and Pad Oxide(lines 1-91 of Appendix A)

The first part of the process is the implantation of the P-well in the N type
substrate followed by a 30 hour drive in of the implant to create a well to the
required depth. This is followed by the growth of the sacrificial pad oxide (Figure
3-5). This oxide acts as a mechanical buffer zone for the silicon nitride which is
then deposited. The following shows the simulation data file for this part of the
process.

implant boron dose4el2 energyloo
diffusion time30 temp950 dryo2
diffusion time30 inert temp1050
diffusion time=1800 temp=1150 inert
diffusion time30 inert temp1050
diffusion time60 temp950 weto2
diffusion time=5 temp950 dryo2
etch oxide
diffusion temp950 time=5 dryo2
diffusion temp950 timelO weto2
diffusion temp950 time=5 dryo2

3.5.1.2 Nitride and Field Oxide (lines 93-25 of Appendix A)

After the pad oxide has been grown a layer of nitride is deposited, this is then
etched, the nitride that is left behind is used to protect the areas that are to
become the active areas where the transistors will be made. The whole wafer is
then implanted with the well field implant which is used to electrically isolate the
transistors. The field oxide is then grown for five hours after which the silicon
nitride is etched off (Figure 3-6). The following shows part of the data file for
simulating the growth of the field oxide.
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Pod Oxide

Distance (m,r.rnns)

Figure 3-5: P Well and Pad Oxide

deposit nitride thickness0.185
implant boron dose7el3 energy25
diffusion time=5 temp=950 dryo2
diffusion time30 temp950 weto2
diffusion time270 temp950 weto2
diffusion time5 temp950 dryo2
etch oxide
etch nitride all
etch oxide all
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Field Oxide (Chonnel. Region)

4.00

-2.00

0.00
fl,stflnr.R (mlc.rnns)

2.00

1.00

Figure 3-6: Field Oxide
3.5.1.3 Gate Oxide (lines 27-356 of Appendix A)
Before the gate oxide is grown the remains of the pad oxide are first removed. The
gate oxide is composed of steps that form a sandwich of dry, wet and dry oxidation
'. The simulation proved to be useful at this point to help determine the optimum
times required to grow the gate oxide to different thicknesses. After gate oxidation
an implant is performed (figure 3-7) to help to suppress punchthrough in the
device. The following lines show the commands required to simulate the growth

4A

dry oxidation is done in a furnace with oxygen and is a slow growing oxide, but

forms a good insulator. A wet oxidation is done in a furnace with oxygen and hydrogen,
this is a fast growing oxide which is not as good a quality as a dry oxide.
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of the gate oxide. These commands closely follow the syntax of the runsheet and
therefore are easy to cross implement.

diffusion temp950 time6 dryo2
diffusion temp=950 time7 weto2
diffusion temp=950 time=5 dryo2
implant boron dose=3e11 energy=40
diffusion temp950 time=30 inert

Gate Oxide

flistance rnlrrnns)

Figure 3-7: Gate Oxide
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3.5.1.4 Polysilicon Gate (lines 858-6 of Appendix A)
Following the growth of the gate oxide a layer of polysilicon is deposited over the
entire wafer. This is then heavily doped with phosphorus to make the polysilicon
conductive, to form the gate of the IGFET device. A layer of photoresist is used to
define the gate pattern for the polysilicon. The wafer is then reactively ion etched
(RIE) to produce the polysilicon gate (Figure 3-8). The following lines show part
of the data file that is required to simulate the above process steps. This indicates
that the simulator doesn't need to know what kind of etch is being performed but
only what material should be removed. This is achieved by the use of simple x
co-ordinates and using the computer to simulate a perfect anisotropic (vertical)
etch.
deposit polysilicon thick=0.45
diffusion time20 phosphorus=1e20 temp1000
diffusion time=15 phosphorus=1e20 temp=1000
diffusion time=20 phosphorus=1e20 temp1000
diffusion temp950 time=5 dryo2
diffusion temp=950 time15 weto2
diffusion temp950 time=5 dryo2
etch oxide left pl.x-1.5
etch oxide right pl.x=1.5
etch polysilicon left pl.x-1.5
etch polysilicon right pl.x1.5

3.5.1.5 LDD Implant (lines 448-562 of Appendix A)
The LDD implant has a low dose and energy relative to the normal source-drain
implant that follows. It defines the part of the source-drain nearest to the channel
region of the device and is used to reduce the electric field at the drain of the
device. Figure 3-9 shows the device after the implant, the section of the data
file that simulates the self aligned LDD implant and the subsequent anneal is as
follows.
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PotysiLicon Oats

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-2)1

422
Olstonce (microns)

Figure 3-8: Polysilicon Gate
implant arsenic dose5el2 energy90
diffusion temp=950 time=5 dryo2
diffusion temp=950 time=15 weto2
diffusion temp950 time=5 dryo2

3.5.1.6 Source and Drain Implant (lines 56-623 of Appendix A)
This part of the process now departs from a 'standard' process. In a standard process the source/drain implant is self-aligned to the oxide sidewall spacers next to
the gate. However in this process a masking step is used to define the source/drain
regions which will of course produce devices that are not self-aligned to the gate
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LDD Implant

flislnncR microns)

Figure 3-9: LDD Implant

of the device. The source/drain implants were deliberately left to this late stage
in the process to make sure that they were as free from sideways diffusion as
was possible. The sideways diffusion of the implanted impurity increases with
the high temperature process steps. Better masking definition of the source and
drain regions could have been achieved if performed before the fabrication of the
polysilicon gate. This was not chosen because smaller sideways diffusion and hence
a more localised source / drain structure was preferred and non-LDD transistors
could be fabricated with this technique. The non-LDD transistors are fabricated
by aligning the source/drain implant to the gate of the device. This is illustrated
in figure 3-10. The portion of the data file describing the source / drain implant is
shown as follows. Note that in this simulation a symmetrical transistor is assumed
(An asymmetric transistor is simulated by having different values for p1 .x).
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deposit photoresist thicknessl
etch photoresist left pl.x=-2.2
etch photoresist right pl.x=2.2
etch oxide left pl.x-2.2
etch oxide right pl.x2.2
implant arsenic dose7el5 energy=90
etch photoresist all
diffusion temp=950 time30 inert

Source/Droin ImpLant

flistoneR microns)

Figure 3-10: LDD transistors would be produced if source/drain regions were defined before the polysilicon gate
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3.5.1.7 Pyrolytic Oxide Deposition (lines 625-669 of Appendix A)
The next processing step is to oxidise the polysilicon, the addition of the oxide
layer on the polysilicon provides a base for the following pyrolytic oxide deposition
and also assists in reducing metal-polysilicon and metal-diffusion shorts caused
by 'pin holes' in the pyrolytic oxidation step. Heavily phosphorus doped silicon
dioxide is deposited by pyrolytic decomposition at a low temperature. This is
followed by a high temperature anneal, first reflow, which softens the phosphosilicate glass layer to provide for smooth coverage over the sharp polysilicon edges.
The presence of the phosphorus allows the glass to flow and in addition acts as a
getter for impurities (Figure 3-11). The data file that describes the simulation of
the pyrolytic oxide and the first reflow is as follows.

Pyrolytic Deposition

flistonco (microns)

Figure 3-11: Pyrolytic Deposition
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deposit oxide thick=1 phosphorus=7e14
diffusion temp1050 time=10 dryo2
diffusion temp950 time=5 dryo2
diffusion temp=950 time=15 weto2
diffusion temp950 time5 dryo2

3.5.1.8

Contact Holes(lines 671-722 of Appendix A)

Contact holes have to be etched through the oxide to make electrical connection
between metal (aluminium) and conducting areas beneath. A 2nd reflow is then
used to round off the edges of the contact holes for better metal step coverage
(Figure 3-12). The data file for this step is shown as follows.

etch oxide left pl.x-2.7
etch oxide right pl.x=2.7
etch oxide start x=-1.5 y=O
etch oxide done x=1.5 y=O
diffusion temp=1050 timelO inert

3.5.1.9

Metal Connections (lines 724-78 of Appendix A)

A layer of aluminium is evaporated over the surface and this is then etched to form
the contacts to the transistors. The metal is patterned into pads of 120 x 120itm
that are used to probe the transistors and tracks to connect the pads to the
transistors via the contact holes (Figure 3-13). The following portion of the data
file show the simulation input required for depositing aluminium and etching it.
This also shows how files are saved for exporting to the device simulator (PISCES)
and for TSUPREM-4 so that post-processing measurements can be performed.
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Etch Contact HoLes

ø.ø

2.ø

flistnnr.n (microns)

Figure 3-12: Etch Contact Holes

I 00
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Deposit Metot ond Etch

1

If
I

----------------------------------4.00

-2.00

0.00
flstancc (m1cron)

2.00

400

Figure 3-13: Deposit Metal and Etch

deposit aluminum thickness=.1
etch aluminum start x-2.2 y=O
etch aluminum done x=-1.5 y=O
etch aluminum start x=1.5 y=O
etch aluminum done x=2.2 y=O
structure pisces=testout outfile=savefile
plot.2d axes boundary

Figure 3-14: TSUPREM-4 simulation of aluminium deposition and etching.

U
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3.5.2 Extracted Information
During process simulation it is possible to extract information about the devices.
This can be information such as doping profiles, oxide thicknesses and encroachment of bird's beak. This can be used to predict and monitor the process as it
develops, and with measurement of the process it is possible to use feedback to
enhance the simulation.

3.5.3 Device Simulation
Device simulators are used to simulate the electrical characteristics of the transistors (or other devices) that have been modelled using a process simulator. It
is of course possible to define the doping profiles and oxide thicknesses of devices
within a device simulator without using the process simulators, but this will be
less accurate than using doping profiles calculated using process simulators [149151]. The device simulators used were PISCES and CANDE both supplied by
Technology Modelling Associates, Inc.
The device simulators solve the equations for the currents and electric fields
using a mesh of points to represent the layout of the device.
The initial mesh can either be read in from the process simulator that created
the doping profiles or it can be created within the device simulator. The finer the
mesh is the more accurate the solution will be, but the mesh size may have to be
compromised with time requirements. This is because as the mesh gets finer the
more time the computer will take to solve.
The device simulator allows the user to improve the mesh using the regrid
command after initial (crude) solutions have been found. When a regrid is performed the grid areas are refined to give smaller spaces between grid points. This
refinement only takes place at specified areas. These areas are specified by the
user and can be dependent on doping concentration or on preliminary electrical
simulation.
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3.5.3.1 Types of Electrical Simulation

3.5.3.1.1 Currents and Voltages Obviously the most important parameters
that have to be simulated are the currents and voltages that are applied or measured, these can be Id/Vd curves or any other parameters that can be physically
measured. Most existing device simulators are two dimensional the current output
from these is given in amps per micron. Hence, the current should be multiplied
by the width of the device in microns to get the correct magnitude of current.
This doesn't take into account non-linearities of the device with width such as the
field oxide encroaching into the channel region at the side of the channel.
The metal contacts where of the device at the source and drain are automatically created when a device created by TSUPREM-4 is loaded into the PISCES
simulator. The user has to define whether the any polysilicon present is to be used
as an electrode and whether the bottom of the device is to be used as a substrate
contact.

3.5.3.1.2 Electric Fields and Further Information The simulators become useful when they are used to display information that would not otherwise
be available. They can show such things as electric fields, depletion regions and impact ionisation contours. This information is often displayed as a two-dimensional
cross-section of the device that has been simulated. The information is displayed
as either contours or as vectors and can help to give a better understanding of
how the device operates.
Without the use of device simulators the only parameters that can be easily
measured are voltages and currents at the connected terminals. Device simulators
provide information about the internal operation of transistors.

3.5.3.1.3 Example Simulations Many different simulations were performed
on the experimental process that had been developed.
The simulator was used to determine the family of curves for

'd / Vds .

Since

the simulations are of two-dimensional devices the currents it calculates are
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in amps/micron, where the width of the transistor is measured in microns.
This simulation was carried out with the definition of the source and drain
regions being defined in both possible ways. This simulation shows clearly
whether the devices are symmetrical or not(Figure 3-15).
Id
--------------BE 05

Vds

Figure 3-15: Electrical simulation with source/drain swapped
The simulators were also used to determine what the breakdown voltage of
the device was and where in the devices the breakdown occurred (Figure
3-16).
An example data file of PISCES input statements can be seen in the following
file.
This data file simulates the biassing of the transistor where the first line
of the data file reads in both the doping data and the grid saved from the
output of the process simulator TSUPREM-4.
The next line tells the simulator program to use the Newton method to solve
the equations with only a one carrier type (electrons). The solution is only
performed for electrons as these are the majority carriers in this n-MOS
simulation and simulating for holes as well would double the simulation time
without providing much more information .

'Note that holes are by impact ionisation and form the substrate current, if in any
doubt always simulate both holes and electrons.
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Figure 3-16: Electrical simulation showing areas of impact ionisation
An initial solution is then performed with all terminals of the device at zero
volts.
The next line of data file uses the previous solution as its initial guess and
then it ramps the gate voltage up to 5V in small increments of 0.2V. From
experience, the best way to guarantee a solution with the device simulator
is to keep the voltage increments small.
The final stage is to keep the gate voltage at 5V and ramp the drain voltage
to 20V in steps of 0.2V , the currents at each of the steps are stored in the
logfilc.
6. Finally a simple plot statement is used to display the curves of current verses
voltage on either a graphics terminal or a printer.
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mesh infile=testoutl.dat tsuprem4
symb newton carriers=1 electrons
solve initial
solve previous v10 v3=0 v2=0 elec=3 vstep=.2 nsteps=25
log outf=logfile
solve previous vl=O v20 v3=5 elec=2 vstep=.2 nsteps=99
+ impact.i gate.cur
plot.ld y.axis=i2 x.axis=v2 device=postscript

3.6 Summary
The major point in this chapter has been the introduction of the Progressional
Offset Technique, this technique is the key to all the subsequent work. This is for
two reasons. Firstly the POT method allows devices with different LDD lengths
to be fabricated on the same wafer with minimal processing time. Secondly the
POT method allowed asymmetrical devices to be easily fabricated.
This chapter has also discussed the application of both process and device simulators to modelling the experimental devices that were fabricated. The chapter
takes the logical steps from device fabrication through to simulated testing of the
devices and it gives examples of how the simulators can be used.

Chapter 4

Design of Experiment

The earlier chapters in this thesis have shown how the device fabrication process
was created. The next step was to decide exactly how many parameters of the devices should be varied to examine how each of these factors affect the performance
of the device. Variation of these parameters determines the size of the entire experiment. The time-scale and costs of the experiment are also important issues,
and these form a restriction on the experimental size. These restrictions forced the
experiment to have only one wafer run and it was important that the experiment
should work first time. The result of this was that the physical transistor sizes
were not pushed to the limit. Instead the reliance on the POT technique to give
a unique set of transistors was believed to be the most profitable technique.

4.1 Process variations
The two most important processing factors that determine the breakdown voltage
[152, 153, 123, 6, 154] of a transistor are:Gate oxide thickness.
Doping concentration of the lightly doped drain region of the device.
These two factors determine the number of silicon wafers required. Without the
use of complicated processing the gate oxide is restricted to only one value per
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wafer, this provides the key number of wafers that have to be fabricated. After
extensive simulation four thickness of gate oxide were chosen with values of 400A,
450A, 500A and 550A. These thicknesses were determined so that the devices

would have a breakdown voltage around 20V. The range of oxide thicknesses were
limited to four different values because only one thickness of oxide could be easily
fabricated per wafer, the cost of the experiment would have been greatly increased
if more wafers with different oxide thicknesses had been used.
The concentration of the lightly doped drain areas were created with doses
from 5 x 1012 atoms CM-2 to 5 x 1013 atoms cm 2. The number of variations in
the LDD dose were doubled when the wafers were masked in two halves. One half
of the wafer is implanted and was then masked off. The other half then receives a
different dose (Figure 4-1). This method was used so that only two wafers of the
same oxide thickness were needed to obtain four chosen different implant doses for
that oxide thickness.

Mask off right
half of wafer
and implant.

then

Mask off left
half of wafer
and implant.

Figure 4-1: Split wafer to enable different LDD doses.
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4.2 Device variations
Three parameters that effect the transistor parameters were chosen. These were:* Length of the LDD regions.
Channel length.
Channel width.
All of these variations could be easily implemented on the various masks and
were incorporated as part of the layout (Figure 4-2). The choice of these parameters should be mostly obvious since the LDD lengths greatly affect the behaviour
of devices as they provide a large source of resistance in the devices. The channel length affects lateral electric fields which determine channel hot electron effects
such as substrate current. The channel width is directly proportional to drain current but in devices the width of the device is not exactly known. When the device
has been fabricated the width of the device is reduced due to the encroachment of
the field oxide into the active region of the device. Therefore a range of different
widths had to be fabricated so that the width reduction could be determined.
The length of the LDD regions was varied form 0.3tm to 0.7m. It should
be noted that this was the length of only the LDD region when the transistor
was symmetrical. Therefore the total length of the LDD region for the transistor
will be twice the previously stated value. The smallest variation in mask size
that could be reliably made was 0.1im. Therefore the entire mask set was based
around a grid 0.11um in size. The channel length was varied from 3/1m to 13tm
and the channel width was varied from 3im to 10im. These values of length and
width were chosen because they were expected to work first time since devices of
these sizes had been fabricated many times before.
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Figure 4-2: Important dimensions of transistors

4.3 Number of experiments
When considering developing an experiment much thought should be given to
the number of experiments to be used. The easiest method to use is the fullfactorial one. In this method the chosen parameters are varied in all the possible
combinations. The advantage of doing this is that the results are simple to analyse
since all possible variations have been measured, therefore everything is known
about the experiment for the entire parameter space.
If a full-factorial experiment is performed on the chosen five input parameters
with say four levels the number of experiments required would be:45 1024
Using this approach there are obviously too many different transistors to be fabricated and so a method of reducing the number to a realistic level has to be
employed. Various methods are discussed in the next section.
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4.4 Reduced factor experiments
The concept of reducing the number of experiments that have to be performed
while still being able to gain meaningful results is well established [155-161]. There
are many types of reduced factorial experiments so the following types were chosen.
Taguchi This was chosen for the key experiment as it was used to vary all five
parameters (three mask parameters and the two processing parameters).
The Taguchi method is commonly used as a screening test.
Box-Benkhen This experiment was included as a "safety net" in case one or
more of the wafers did not survive the fabrication process. This experiment
only varied the mask dependent parameters and was therefore self—contained
on all wafers.

4.4.1 Taguchi Experiment
The Taguchi method was developed in Japan in the 1950s by Dr. Genichi Taguchi.
It was developed from an earlier experimental design called Latin square. It is
based around an orthogonal matrix subset of the full factorial experiment. A
matrix can be called orthogonal if and only if the following requirements are met:The number of occurrences of each level setting must be equal within each
column.
All rows having identical level settings in a given column must have an equal
number of occurrences of all other level settings in the other columns.
The matrix for a given number of columns must be the one with the minimum
number of rows that satisfy the above condition.
Generally speaking, the purpose of orthogonal design is to study the relationship between the process parameters (input parameters) and their corresponding
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output functions by selecting certain representative combinations of the input parameter level settings. These level settings fit into certain orthogonal tables. By
following the orthogonal tables, a large amount of information can be gained using a reduced number of experiments. Statistical analysis of the resulting data
emphasises first order effects.
The orthogonal table that was chosen to analyse the transistors is shown in
table 4-1.

L164 5
Input Parameter
Run

Tox LDD dose

LDD length

Width

Length

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

2

2

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

1

4

4

4

4

5

2

1

2

3

4

6

2

2

1

4

3

7

2

3

4

1

2

8

2

4

3

2

1

9

3

1

3

4

2

10

3

2

4

3

1

11

3

3

1

2

4

12

3

4

2

1

3

13

4

1

4

2

3

14

4

2

3

1

4

15

4

3

2

4

1

16

4

4

1

3

2

Table 4-1: Taguchi orthogonal table to vary 5 parameters with 4 levels in 16 runs
(L1645 ). The levels are indicated by the numbers 1 to 4 in the main
matrix of the table.
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Input parameters 1 and 2 were gate oxide thickness and LDD implant dose
respectively ( processing variant parameters ). Parameter 3 was the gate length
of the transistor, 4 was the LDD length and 5 was the width of the device. The
last three parameters were mask defined. All the parameters were varied with 4
levels as defined in the in table 4-1.
Table 4-2 shows the different level settings that were used in the Taguchi
experiment.

Parameter

Level

Gate oxide thickness (A)

400

450

500

550

LDD dose (atoms cm-2 )

5 x 1012

1 >< 1013

2.3 >< 1013

5 x 1013

LDD length (jim)

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

Transistor width (,um)

4

6

8

10

Transistor length (jim)

4

7

10

13

Table 4-2: This table shows the different settings for each of the parameters.
A detailed description of these experiments is given in the following tables (4-3,
4-4), which for clarity have been split into two. In the table each box represents the
parameters for a column of POT transistors, and each row represents a different
die . Each reticle can have four dies (5mm x 5mm), but only three were available
for this experiment, the fourth die was being shared with another experiment.
In table 4-3 the choice of input parameters can be explained with reference to
the orthogonal table 4-1.
The analysis of the Taguchi experiment can be relatively simple. Say, for
example it is necessary to find out the effect of the smallest value (level 1) of input
parameter 1 has on the output. It is only necessary to take the average of the
runs where parameter 1 has level 1 (see table 4-1). In this case the average of
the outputs of runs 1 to 4 would have to be calculated. This is possible because
in these rows all other input parameters have an equal number of all other level
settings (condition 2).
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Col. no. 1
LDD
width
length
LDD
width
length
LDD
width
length

0.4
4
10

2

3

4
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5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
die 1

0.6
6
10

0.5 0.4
4
10
13 4

0.3 0.4 0.5
4
6
8
4710
0.3 0.4 0.3
8
8
10
7
13 10

0.6
10
13
0.6
4
7

0.5 0.6 0.3
10 8
6
7413

900

die 2
_

0.5
6
4

90°

die 3

Table 4-3: Parametric variation of Taguchi experiment - the blank spaces were
used for a Box—Benkhen experiment.

4.4.2 Box-Benkhen Experiment
The Box—Benkhen experiment was designed to fit exactly onto any one wafer.
The only parameters that were varied were the mask defined parameters of gate
length, transistor width and LDD length. These parameters were set to three
levels. The choice of the levels was set by software (RS/1) and these are best
described by figure 4-3. Analysis of the data is performed by using RS/Explore
which produces output known as a response surface (see also Appendix F). The
response surface is an N—dimensional contour plot of how the output varies with
variation of input parameters. The contours are generated by fitting second order
polynomial equations to the measured data from the set of known data points.
Equation 4.1 shows the response function polynomial that is fitted.

response =

a0

+ ai Vi

+ a 2 V2 +a3 V3

V12 + a 22 V + a33V32

+

all

+

a12 V1 V2 + a 13 V1 173 + a 23 V2 V3 +

E

(4.1)

Where a0 . . . a23 are the coefficients that are fitted, and V1 . . . V3 are the control
factors and c is the error term. This provides an accurate description of the mea-
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sured response to the variation of the inputs parameters, including two interaction
terms.
An example of an interaction is the use of catalysts. If, for example, two
chemicals are reacting together slowly but with the addition of a catalyst the rate
of reaction is much faster, the chemicals and the catalyst are said to interact.
The response surface can be used to determine how the device responds to variation in parameters. This is a very powerful tool that can save many experiments
and much time. However there are dangers with using this technique. These are
that because every measurement in the experiment is important to the final solution, any experiment that takes a long time should have all the runs duplicated so
that if one should go wrong no time is wasted.

Col. no.
LDD
width
length
LDD
width
length
LDD
width
length

2
4
3
5
6
0.7 0.7 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.3
4
8
8
8
6
8
3
3
7
11 11 3
0.3 0.3 0.7 0.5
4
4
6
6
31177
l

7
0.5
4
7

8
0.5
6
3

10 11 12
9
0.3 0.7 0.3
4
90°
6
8
11 11
7

die l

die

die 3

Table 4-4: Parametric variation of Box—Benkhen experiment - the blank spaces
were used for a Taguchi experiment.

4.5 Non LDD Transistors
The experimental layout was completed by having non-LDD transistors i.e. normal
transistors in the 131h column. These transistors were fabricated using the same
process steps as the LDD transistors. The difference between the LDD transistors
and the symmetrical transistors was defined in the photolithographic mask used
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Me

LDD Length

Width

Length

Figure 4-3: Data points chosen to measure transistor performance with the variation of the above input parameters.
to define the transistor. Figure 4-4 shows the difference between the fabrication
of the LDD and the non-LDD transistor.
The non-LDD transistors were aligned so that the source/drain and LDD implants would not be shadowed by the polysilicon gate. Therefore these devices
were symmetrical non-LDD transistors.
The non-LDD transistors were drawn with different channel widths and lengths. The variation of the sizes for these transistors were split between the three dies.
This variation was a full factorial arrangement with the central point repeated.
Tables 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 show the width and lengths for the non-LDD transistors
on the three dies.

4.6 Summary
This chapter described the design of the experiment and it had two main parts:Parameter variation
Reduced factor experiments
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Row Width tm Lengthjm
1

3

3

2

3

5

3

3

7

4

3

9

5

3

11

6

5

3

7

5

5

8

5

7

9

5

9

10

5

11

Table 4-5: Non-LDD transistors on die 1

Row Width ,um Lengthim
1

7

3

2

7

5

3

7

7

4

7

9

5

7

11

6

9

3

7

9

5

8

9

7

9

9

9

10

9

11

Table 4-6: Non-LDD transistors on die 2
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T
o.

Form active regions, gate and implant LDD
I
Anneal LDD implant
...

...

I
Deposit photoresist and pattern drain regions
drains

L

MPI'alln"A

J'uJ

Anneal source I drain regions

Figure 4-4: Comparison between the fabrication of LDD and non-LDD transistors.
Both these devices were fabricated on the same wafer using the same
process steps.
Firstly the parameter variation was split into two classes of process variation and
device size or mask variation. The process variation was done on two different
parameters, these were the gate oxide thickness and the dose of the lightly doped
drain. These parameters could not be easily varied on any one wafer without
sophisticated masking techniques. Therefore these parameters determined the
total number of wafers used in the experiment. The device size variation was easy
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Row Width jim Lengthjtm
1

11

3

2

11

5

3

11

7

4

11

9

5

11

11

6

7
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7

7

7

8

7

7

9

7

7

10

7

7

Table 4-7: Non—LDD transistors on die 3
to implement as it could be drawn simply on the masks that were used to pattern
the devices.
The second part of the experimental design was the realisation that the number
of experiments had to be reduced, the final experiments chosen was a Box—Benkhen
experiment and a Taguchi experiment. The Box—Benkhen experiment was only
for variation of different mask parameters therefore it was complete on every single
wafer. The Taguchi experiment included process variation and therefore all the
wafers needed to be fabricated to perform this experiment. To ease the fabrication
of the wafers the device variations were chosen to be columns one and two of the
Taguchi table 4-3 since these two columns are varied systematically.

Chapter 5

Chip layout, data storage and analysis
5.1 Pad Layout
The layout of the transistors was based on a three by two pad scheme as shown
by figure 5-1. This layout was chosen to maximise the number of transistors that
could be included per wafer. This of course leads to minor problems of different
transistors having different pin connections when they are probed; but the layout
does give the highest density possible without having pads being shared between
transistors. The layout of transistors in this fashion is standard practice [162].

Figure 5-1: Transistor layout for economical use of pads. The pads marked S,D
and G are aluminium and are the standard 120 x 120pm in both size
and separation.
The floor plan for the design is shown in figure 5-2, with each rectangle representing a block of transistors as shown in figure 5-1. The letters surrounding the
figure are used as a guide to locating the correct transistor and should be regarded
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as a grid reference. The letters will be used to locate each transistor when it has
its parameters saved in a file.

J

71

H
C
F
E
0
C
B
A
AB CD EF GH IJ KL M.

Figure 5-2: Die layout. Each die consisted of 13 columns of POT transistors arranged in 61 transistor group cells as described by figure 5-1. The
transistor columns are labelled horizontally from A to M and the
columns are labelled vertically from A to J. The physical size of each
die when fabricated is 5mm x 5mm.

5.2 Shadowing
There is one important aspect of this experiment that has not yet been mentioned.
In most wafer fabrication environments it is necessary to use a 70 implant[122]
from the normal of the wafer to prevent channelling of the implant. This can lead
to unwanted asymmetrical effects of the transistor as the implant may be partly
shadowed because of the height of the polysilicon gate. For this reason most of the
transistors were laid out in a manner so that the polysilicon gates were parallel to
the angle of the implant. To verify the effect that a shadowed implant would have
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on a column of transistors (column L) were laid out at right-angles to the other
columns so that the implant would exhibit a shadowed and asymmetric profile.
The last layout figure (5-3) shows how each die is placed on the wafer. This
shows the three different dies were used as well as one that was part of a different
experiment (marked "x"). The lettering at the top and the sides indicates how
the dies were referenced.

5.3 Computer layout
The design of the mask-set was performed using a software package called CAESAR and a software package specially written for the task. There were three dies
which had to be designed with the only difference between them being the dimensions of the transistors and the progressional offset of the gate in a column of
transistors. The data for the dimensions of the devices was stored in an array of
numbers (LDD length, channel length and channel width) and these were fed into
the software for generating the mask data. This proved an efficient technique as
the transistor dimensions went through several revisions before a final version was
produced; re-drawing the design would have have been a tedious process if it had
to been performed manually.
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~UMUMUMUM

nnnnnr'nn

IIP1UII1Ir4

MMEMUMM

ABCDEFGH IJKL

Figure 5-3: Wafer layout showing the location of the three different dies that were
used. The dies are labelled 1 to 3 and an additional die that was
shared with another experiment is labelled x. The co—ordinates that
describe the location of the dies are labelled A to L in the x direction
and A to N in the y direction.
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The format of the CAESAR files is described as follows:-

<< active >>
rect 10000 10000 10100 10200

<< metal >>

<< polysilicon >>

<< contact >>

<< n-plus >>

<< end >>

The different masking levels were determined by the << level >> command
and the layout for that level was determined by the rect xi yl x2 y2 command.
The rect command describes the size and position of a rectangle used to form
the mask. The four parameters of this command are for the lower left x-y coordinates and for the upper left x-y co-ordinates respectively. The units used are
centimicrons (100 centimicrons in a micron). The above example has a 1tmx 2tm
rectangle located at 100 /-tm right and 100/-Lm up from a arbitrary origin.

5.4 Database Management
The layout of the wafer has been shown in figures 5-1, 5-2 and 5-3. Each of the
transistors has a unique location and so all the information about the transistors
was stored with a unique "tag". This tag is made up of the components in table
5-1:
The measurement tags A - E in table 5-1 are as detailed in table 5-2.
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Meaning

Number of choices

Wafer

75

Range

16

A

Die

12

A

Die

14

A

POT column

13

A- M

POT row

10

A —*J

Measurement

5

A- E

Table 5-1: Description of data tags. The tags were composed of six alphabetic
characters as described by the above table. Each character represents
one row of the above table, i.e. FEDCBA represents a measurement on
wafer F, in die whose x-co-ordinates was E and whose y-co-ordinate
was D, column C, in row B with a threshold voltage measurement.

Tag

Measurement type

A

Threshold voltage

B

Breakdown voltage

C

'd

difference

D

'd

forward only

E

'd

forward only (ZERO gate bias)

Table 5-2: Description of measurement tags

The measured data from the wafer is then stored as in the following example:-

AAAAAA +1.23456E+00
AAAAAB -1.23456E-01
AAAAAC +9.87654E+01
etc.

This only shows dummy data to demonstrate how it appears in a file. The
order of the tags (letters) are as they appear in table 5-1 with every measurement
on every transistor having its own unique tag next to the measured value. With
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this information it is possible to find out anything about the data by filtering the
data through simple Unix' commands or small programs.

5.4.1 Example commands
The command to select all measurements for transistors in column L ( i.e. the
transistors at 900 to the main columns ). The full stops are wild-cards and match
any single character. The command to do this would be:-

grep . . . L waferdata > temp

At first glance this appears somewhat cryptic but it performs the following operation as described below:Get all the lines of the data file called waferdata in which the fourth character
is an 'L', then put the resulting lines in the file called 'temp'. The fourth character
in the data file can be seen from table 5-1 to represent the column number of the
device. The "" character starts the grep search from the beginning of the line.
Notice that the full stops are significant and are matched to any single character.
Column L of all dies is the column where all the transistors are at 90° to the
others. Whereas the line:-

grep -v '. . . L waferdata > tempi

Would find all the measurements that were not for the 90° transistors and would
put the results in the file tempi.
Several macros were written to speed up the retrieval of data from large data
files. Some of the more useful macros were commands to extract transistors from
a particular die type. This method proved to be effective at retrieving the desired
information quickly.

'Unix is the trademark of AT&T
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5.4.1.1 awk
awk is a powerful pattern scanning and processing language available on Unix systems. This language was used to extract the required data from all the measured
data. The most important usage for this was to find current differences in a POT
column where the measured data of an entire column closely fitted a straight line.
The straightness of the data was measured by a least-squares awk program. The
best data could be found by sorting the value of the least-squares. The program
is listed in Appendix B.

5.5 Electrical Curve Data Storage
When data in the form of X-Y curves i.e. current/voltage graphs, was required
to be saved for further manipulation they were stored in the following manner:-

5.5.1 File name
The file name was always stored as a logical name that uniquely described the
location of the transistor that had been measured. The data that was stored in
the file was also included in the title of the file. An example of the file naming is
as follows:W2D38C3FR
The above file name is for wafer number 2, die x-position 3, die y-position 8,
POT column number 3 and the measurement type that it represents is a Forward
/ Reverse type.

5.5.2 Data Layout Within File
The data structure within the files always was of the same basic unit. This unit
was signed constant length scientific notation and was always 11 ASCII characters
long.
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The data file consisted of two or three of these numbers in columns. The columns
were separated by a single space and the columns were logically defined as x-axis,
yl-axis and possibly y2-axis respectively. The last case for requiring y2-axis is so
that forward and reverse measurements can be kept together in the same file.

5.6 Summary
This chapter has shown the most important details of how the experiment type
was chosen and how the recorded results were stored. The most important part
of this chapter was the description of the Progressional Offset Technique (POT),
this was the key part of the entire wafer layout as it is used to make asymmetric
LDD transistors that form the most important part of the experiment.

Chapter 6

Measurement Techniques
6.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to give a complete overview of all the measurement techniques used in this project. These measurements provide an accurate
description of the dimensions of the devices and how these devices behave.
Devices must have their dimensions determined because when they are fabricated there are differences in the size of the devices when compared to the sizes
drawn on the mask. These errors are due to factors such as misalignment due to
mask placement inaccuracy. Dimensions of devices can be smaller or larger than
originally drawn because of the reduction/ enlargement of the optical system of the
stepper that was used to define the image in the photoresist. Dimensional errors
can also be due to over or under etching at different fabrication stages.

6.2 Optical Techniques
The starting point in the measurement of the devices is to first use non—destructive
testing measurements. For the purpose of this thesis "destructive" testing is defined as any measurement technique that will permanently alter the characteristics
of the device after it has been tested. For this reason electrical testing of the device is defined as a potentially destructive measurement. Therefore the first set of
measurements were optical measurements.
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6.2.1 Boxes in Boxes
The mask set was drawn with structures which were designed to measure the
misalignment between different mask layers. These were simple structures that
consisted of a square of one mask level (e.g. polysilicon) inside a larger square
(e.g. active region). This is illustrated in figure 6-1 for all the different levels.

Key
polysilicon
contact hole
metal
active area
source/drain
implant

Figure 6-1: Box—in--box misalignment test structure. These structures were placed
around every transistor so that they could be optically measured to
determine the relative misalignment all the levels in comparison to all
other levels.
When a device is fabricated the layers that were drawn on the mask to he
concentric may well exhibit some degree of misalignment. It is possible to see this
misalignment with the use of a microscope. This however gives only a qualitative
demonstration of how the layers are misaligned. Quantitative measurement were
performed using the Vickers Quaestor which is a sophisticated semi—automatic
optical measurement machine. The Quaestor digitises snapshots of locations on
the wafer and can be "taught" to recognise different features of the wafer. Using
this information it can step around the wafer and locate and measure structures.
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It can then perform different physical measurements on each location such as line
width measurements. The measurements are performed by digitising the image
that has to be measured and then counting the number of pixels across the image
that are above or below a defined threshold. This method of measurement is prone
to error which is minimised by performing the width measurement across a line
with as long a length as possible. The Quaestor then averages out all the measured
widths along the chosen length to give a more repeatable answer.
The misalignment measurements are performed in a similar manner to the
linewidth measurements, instead of measuring the widths of an area the difference
between the edges of the box-in-box structure is measured in both the X and Y
direction. These differences are illustrated in figure 6-2.

Figure 6-2: The ideal case is shown in (a), and a more realistic case is shown in
(b). The x-offset is given by (a-b)/2 and the y-offset is given by
(d- c) / 2.
The disadvantage of optical measurement is that only visible features can be
measured. In figure 6-1 the top left misalignment structure was an attempt to
measure the misalignment between the polysilicon mask and the source/drain
implant. The source/drain implant would not normally be visible by itself but
it was hoped that the etch that preceded the implant could be used to measure
the misalignment of the mask. To help this the entire source/drain implant was
included in an active area (thin oxide). However it proved impossible to see any
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trace of either the etch or the implant so the misalignment of the source/drain
areas could not be measured.
The final results from the measurement of the misalignment of the devices
did clearly show that as expected misalignment had occurred but the measurements proved to be unrepeatable for the accuracy desired. Therefore electrical
measurements of misalignments are probably more useful and reliable.

6.2.2 Chequer boards
A technique to measure the size of the over or under etch has been developed and
is performed with the use of a chequer board structure [163]. The chequer board
itself is a simple structure and is shown in figure 6-3.

(a)

(b)

(C)

Figure 6-3: Chequer boards for measuring over and under etch. (a) As drawn,
ideal size for fabrication, (b) Under etch, (c) Over etch.
Simple inspection of the chequer board after fabrication clearly shows whether
the level has been under or over etched. Figure 6-4 is a fabricated device for the
polysilicon level and shows that this particular wafer has been under etched.
The chequer board technique works well in identifying the amount of over or
under etch because small variations of the etched size produces a large difference
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Figure 6-4: Scanned image of a fabricated polysilicon chequer board
in the area of the chequer board squares because the the errors in length become
an error in area (length x width ) which is easier to detect.

6.3 Electrical Techniques
Electrical measurement techniques provide a fast method of extracting information
from the device under test (DUT). They provide the most useful form of data as
the electrical characteristics are the end target in the design of the process.

6.3.1 Forward—Reverse Measurement Technique
The forward / reverse measurement was the most important test to determine the
exact dimensions of each transistor. This measurement used the drain current to
measure the asymmetry of the DUT. To achieve this the transistor gate was firstly
biased (3V) with a voltage greater than the threshold voltage to turn the transistor
on. Then one of the source/drain terminals was defined to be the source and the
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other was defined to be the drain. The source terminal was set to OV and the drain
terminal to 5V to ensure that the device was operating in the saturation region.
A measurement of the the drain current was then performed and the value was
stored (Id1). The source and drain terminals were then swapped and the same
biases were then applied and a second drain current was measured (Id2 ). The
difference between these currents (Id, - Id2 ) was then calculated and the result
was saved [164]. The reason for the current difference is described fully in section
7.6.4 on page 123. This measurement was performed for all the transistors in the
POT column (see section 3.2.1) and for all the POT columns on the wafer. This
measurement technique is shown schematically in figure 6-5 and example code for
doing this measurement can be found in appendix E.

Forward

3V

OV Ri
Reverse

5V Ri

R2 5V
3V

R2 OV

Figure 6-5: Terminal swapping for forward/reverse measurement
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The analysis of the data is simple for a well behaved POT column. A well
behaved POT column is one where all the transistors in the column function
correctly, i.e. there are no faulty devices. With devices of small LDD length
(0.3itm) there exists the problem that only the data from the centre of the POT
column is from transistors with LDD regions at both the source and the drain
end. At the extremes of these columns there are transistors with no LDD region
at one end as the polysilicon gate is so far offset that it masks off the region
where the LDD would have otherwise been implanted. These produce a non-linear
relationship between the current difference and the position in the POT column
at the extreme ends of the column. In a well behaved column the relationship
between current difference and column position is linear.
To extract the POT columns with well behaved devices a program was written
that fitted a straight line to the current differences verses column position. This
program measured how close the fit was to a linear fit using least squares. This
produced an output that could be easily sorted into a list of the best fitting data
to the worst fitting data.

6.3.2 Substrate current
The substrate current is generated by impact ionisation of hot electrons with atoms
in the lattice (see section 2.4.1). The substrate current provides an indication of
how the LDD device reduces the electric fields and hence reduces the number of
hot electrons which in turn will produce a smaller peak substrate current. To
measure the substrate current the DUT was biased as shown in figure 6-6. The
source terminal was grounded, the drain terminal was biased to 5V to ensure that
enough hot electrons were present to generate the substrate current. The substrate
terminal was negatively biased (-lv) to ensure the holes that formed the substrate
current were collected in the substrate. The gate voltage was then swept from 0
to 5V to generate the actual substrate current characteristics.
These substrate currents were collected on floppy disk in ASCII format so the
results could be analysed later using a spreadsheet program.
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OV -~ 5V

Isub

5V

-lv
Figure 6-6: Terminal biassing to generate the substrate current

6.3.3 Linewidth measurement
It is possible to electrically measure the widths of different conducting layers using
a specialised test structure. The test structure that was chosen was the split cross
bridge, this device is illustrated in figure 6-7.
The split cross bridge is an extension of the cross bridge test structure which
itself is an extension of the Greek cross test structure [165]. The sheet resistivity of
the cross structure at the top of the split cross bridge structure is used to determine
the resistivity of the level for which the line width is to be measured. The steps
to measure the linewidth are described in appendix D. When the linewidths have
been determined they are then compared with the drawn size on the masks, this
gives further information about the over/under etch of critical layers.
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Figure 6-7: Split cross bridge test structure for measurement of line widths of
conducting levels.

6.4 Breakdown Voltages
The avalanche breakdown voltage of the IGFET transistor provides the upper
voltage limit at which the transistor can be operated. A rapid extraction method to
measure this was required so that entire wafers could be automatically measured.
The breakdown voltage characteristic is shown in figure 6-8. This graph shows
both the measured current and its first order derivative. Notice that the drain
current hits a ceiling value at about 22V. This is set by the measuring system to
limit the current to prevent the device being permanently damaged.
Previous definitions of the breakdown voltage have often been when the drain
current divided by transistor width exceeds a fixed value. From observation of
the breakdown characteristics it was deduced that the breakdown voltage could
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curve where the gradient of the line starts

increasing after the device has been in the saturation region. This can be easily
identified with the use of numerical differentiation (equation 6.1).
Figure 6-8 shows the first order derivative clearly shows that the breakdown
voltage occurs at just above 17V. However automatic extraction of breakdown
voltage would not be easy with first order differentiation because of the high value
it produces at OV. Therefore the second order derivative was produced and can
be seen in figure 6-9. This reduced the starting high values of the first order
derivative to negative values and it enhances the section where breakdown voltage
occurs. Notice that this technique produces results that are 'noisier' and therefore
any further differentiation would be of no use.
From experimental results it was found that the breakdown voltage could be
determined with the use of equation 6.1 [166]. This equation is used to interpolate
for y for given x.

u A2YO+(u
) A3y0 +...
=Ayo+
yo+(u)
1
(2)

U!

I
1=
(u-r)!r!
\ r)

(6.1)

(6.2)

Where table 6-1 is an example of how the data is prepared for analysis.

x = x0 + uh

(6.3)

Equation 6.3 shows how the values of x are chosen using the variable u for interpolation in equation 6.1. For our case where equation 6.1 is to be differentiated
we choose u to be 1 and h is the step size between successive values of x (0.1 in
table 6-1). Differentiation is achieved with the use of equation 6.4.

dy - dydu - I du
dxdudxhdx

(6.4)
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UE

Drain Current (A)

First Order Derivative (dl/dV)
fA

1E-03

;

1

Drain
Current 1st Derivative
8E-04

8E-05

6E-04

6E-05

4E-04

4E-05

2E-04 :

'

TIIITI1

2E-05

OE+00

OE+00

-2E05

-2E-04
0

5

15

10

20

25

Drain Voltage (V)

Figure 6-8: The solid line is the drain current showing typical breakdown characteristics. The device has avalanche breakdown voltage at about 17V.
Note the measurement system prevents the drain current exceeding
0.8mA from 22V onwards. The dotted line represents the first order
differentiation of the this characteristic.
On differentiating equation 6.1 with respect to u and substituting u 1 we get
equation 6.5. This is an approximation as it only includes the first three difference
levels (Ay) but is accurate enough for our purpose.
[Ay
-

2

6]

(6.5)

Where y is the drain current and x is the drain voltage. Figure 6-9 shows the measured current and the extraction of the breakdown voltage from this current. The
2
breakdown voltage was defined when Y exceeded 1 x 10-51V-2 . This technique
depends only on the profile of the measured currents and not on absolute values.
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x

y

0.1

0.1

II

Ay Ay

Ay3

0.4
0.2

0.5

-0.3
0.1

0.3

0.6

0.3
0.0

0.1
0.4

0.7

Table 6-1: Example of how the data is differenced to show what values are chosen
for Ay etc.
It is important for the extracted current to be independent of absolute current
values because the normal technique of normalising the current to the width of
the device may not be possible if information about the width of the device is not
available.
The program to extract the breakdown voltages are shown in appendix G. This
program has been written in awk and it averages four consecutive current values
to make the differentiation less susceptible to experimental noise.

6.5 Summary
This chapter has described the major measurement techniques that were performed
on the transistors. These measurements were in two distinct groups of optical and
electrical measurements. The objective of the measurements was twofold, firstly
analyse the transistors to find out the exact fabricated sizes. Secondly when the
dimensions of the transistors had been determined the effects that varying these
dimensions had on the different parameters of the devices. The following chapter
describes the actual measurement values and the analysis of the results.
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Drain Current (I)
4E-05
8E-04
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OE+0O
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Drain Voltage (V)
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Figure 6-9: Transistor characteristics showing breakdown voltage extraction. This
figure shows both the original data and the second order derivative of
the data. The points that were differentiated had firstly to be averaged
(see appendix G) over a small range so that the noise in the signal was
reduced. If the data hadn't been averaged the noise would have been
exaggerated by the differentiation. A value of 1 x 10 5 1V 2 was found
to a good level to determine the breakdown voltage. The voltage at
which the second order derivative exceeded this value was defined as
the breakdown voltage.
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Experimental Results
7.1 Initial Measurements
The first measurements were performed on the non-LDD symmetrical transistors.
These transistors were measured first because they were in a more conventional
configuration. It was therefore simple to determine whether the transistors were
fully functional.
A simple electrical measurement of the non-LDD transistors was carried out.
The conditions for this were to bias the gate terminal of the transistors to 3V and
bias the drain terminal to 5V and the source terminal to OV. The drain current
was then measured for this biassing arrangement.
This measurement was carried out for all the different sized non-LDD transistors. The sizes of the non-LDD transistors were varied in channel width and
length as described by tables 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7.
The measurements were also carried out for transistors on different wafers.
Figure 7-1 is a graph of the family of curves for different widths (W) and lengths
(L) of non-LDD transistors. The graph appears to show that the transistor drain
current is proportional to
The experimental values are shown in table 7-1.
The family of curves for the different widths and lengths were compared between different wafers. Figure 7-2 shows a family of curves for a different wafer
and can be compared with figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1: Drain current measurements for normal transistors with a range of
widths and lengths.

Width ( pm)

Current (A)

3

8.2 x 10

6.65 x 10

5.65 x 10

4.72 x 10

4.16 x 10

5

1.711 X 10-4

1.376 X 10

1.146 x 10

9.75 x 10

8.51 X 10

7

2.57 x 10

2.057 x 10

1.73 x 10

1.491 x 10

1.304 x 10

9

3.347 X 10

2.683 X 10

2.241 x 10

1.943 X 10-41.702 x 10

11

3.958 X 10

3.22 x 10

2.695 x 10

2.33 x 10

2.05 >( 10

3

5

7

9

11

Length ( pm )

Table 7-1: Shows the experimental results for the drain currents for the non—LDD
transistors with different channel widths and lengths. The results are
for wafer B with gate oxide thickness of 400A.
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Figure 7-2: Drain current measurements for normal transistors with a range of
widths and lengths.
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The central point of the combinations of the channel widths and lengths, i.e.
transistors with channel width and channel length of 7jtm was repeated five times
in die number 3. These transistors were measured and an average for the drain
current was calculated. This measurement was performed on transistors with
different gate oxide thicknesses. The results of this analysis is shown in figure 7-3
and also in table 7-2. This data shows a linear relationship between the gate oxide
thickness and the drain current of the devices.
Drain C
0.00018

0.00017

0.00016

0.00015

0.00014

0.00013

0.00012

0.00011
350

450

400

550

500

Gate Oxide Thickness

600

(A)

Figure 7-3: Average drain current for non-LDD transistors of the same size with
different gate oxide thickness.

Gate Oxide Thickness Drain Current ( 1um )
400A

1.73 x 10-1

450A

1.511 x 10-1

500A

1.328 >< 10-'

550A

1.168 x 10-'

Table 7-2: Shows the experimental results for the drain currents for the non-LDD
transistors with different channel widths and lengths. The results are
for wafer B with gate oxide thickness of 400A.
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7.2 Computer Simulation
A column of progressionally offset transistors were simulated using T-SUPREM4
and PISCES-2B simulations. The currents and voltages in these simulated transistors were "measured" in the same way that the actual LDD transistors were to
be measured. Each transistor in the POT column had the drain current measured
for one orientation of the device, and the source and drain then swapped and the
drain current was measured flowing in the other direction. The result of these
experiments for one asymmetric transistor in the POT column is shown in figure
7-4.

Drain current
0.00014
0.00012
0.0001
8E-05
6E-05
4E-05
2E-05
00

5

•I0

lb

20

Drain voltage
Forward Reverse

Figure 7-4: Computer simulation of drain currents

As can be seen in figure 7-4 there is a difference between the drain currents
for the different orientations of the drain terminals. This difference is smaller for
lower drain voltages, i.e. where the drain current has not yet reached the saturation
current. This suggests that measurements on the actual fabricated devices should
be the saturation currents. The cross-section of the device measured in figure 7-4
is shown in figure 7-5.
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Run 3
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2.00
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1 .22

Figure 7-5: Computer simulation of a transistor, the electrical simulation of this
device can be seen in figure 7-4.

The differences between the saturation drain currents of the forward and reverse
simulated devices were compared. Figure 7-6 shows the simulated saturation
current results for and entire column of POT transistors. In this figure the absolute
values of the drain current vary in a sawtooth fashion along the POT column. This
sawtooth is probably due to the coarse grid used in the simulation. A finer grid
would produce a less pronounced sawtooth but would require more simulation
time. The result in this figure that is of most interest is the difference between
the forward and reverse currents. This difference has been superimposed on the
same graph and it shows a linear behaviour.

The symmetrical transistor in this simulation was at position number 6 in the
column. Using this simulation technique it was shown that symmetrical transistors
could be determined by using the simple test of swapping the source and drain
terminals around and taking the difference between the saturation current for the
forward and reverse biased transistors. When the position of the symmetrical
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Simulated Current
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Figure 7-6: Simulated results for POT column. The graph shows both the forward
and the reverse currents at the top of the graph and the difference between the forward and reverse currents at the bottom of the graph.
This graph shows that the results of simulation are not good for absolute values but they are good at relative values.

transistor has been determined the other transistors in the column have known
dimensions.
If it had been impossible to identify the symmetrical transistors using computer simulation there would have been little point in fabricating the transistors
because their degree of asymmetry would be indeterminate due to the random
misalignments which occur during the fabrication process. This demonstrates
how computer simulation of the devices can be a useful tool to determine whether
a new test structure is likely to yield useful results.
The absolute saturation currents in figure 7-6 show a sawtooth behaviour and
it is obvious that the simulations cannot necessarily be used to determine absolute
values. The results that they produce have been experimentally verified to be of
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the correct order of magnitude, which is often sufficient information to determine
whether the actual fabricated devices will function as expected.

7.3 POT Column Measurement - Fabricated
Transistors
The POT column of the fabricated transistors were measured for a complete set of
drain current verses drain voltage measurements. Each transistor was measured in
a forward and reverse manner and the results of these measurements were stored
on disk for later analysis. The measurement technique used is shown in figure 7-7.

Figure 7-7: Measurement technique. (a) Forward (b) Reversed
Figure 7-8 shows an example set of drain current curves for both forward and
reverse bias. The current curves show a good similarity to the simulated results
shown in figure 7-4.
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Drain Current
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Figure 7-8: Drain current difference for an asymmetrical device for different drain
voltages. The difference is greatest at higher drain voltages.
The difference between the forward and reverse currents for the LDD transistors
were calculated for all the measured values of the drain voltage. This difference
is shown in figure 7-9, and it can be observed that it is greater for the highest
drain voltage. The difference for all the transistors in the measured POT column
is shown in figure 7-10.
This figure shows that the current difference between the forward and the
reverse bias changes as the symmetry of the LDD transistors changes. The current
difference for this set of LDD transistors starts as a negative difference and changes
gradually to a positive difference as the LDD length on the source side of the
transistor increases. The sixth transistor in this column is the closest to being
symmetrical since it shows almost no current difference between the forward and
reverse bias. This figure shows that the current difference is most noticeable for
the highest drain voltage measurement.
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Drain Current Difference (A)

5E-06

OE+O0

-5E-06

-1E-05
0

I

2
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4

5

Drain Voltage (I)

Figure 7-9: Drain current differences for different drain voltages. Each line represents one device in a POT column. The POT column starts at the
lowest line and each line above it represents the next transistor in the
POT column.
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Figure 7-10: Comparison of the forward and reverse current for an asymmetrical
transistor.
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7.4 Analysis of POT columns
The columns of LDD transistors were measured in both forward and reverse bias.
The differences between the drain currents for the POT columns were calculated
and example results have been shown in figure 7-11.

Drain Current Difference (A)
IE-06
CoIumjDJAC

5E-07

OE+00

-5E-07

-1E-06

-1.5E-06

L

0

2

4

6

8

10

Position in POT Column

Figure 7-11: Example of a POT column that does not show a totally linear behaviour.

Figure 7-11 shows an example of a column of POT devices that does not quite
give a linear response. The figure could be interpreted so that the devices have a
linear response in the drain current difference in respect to the position in the POT
column. The transistors in POT positions 5 to 8 in this figure do appear to behave
linearly but the other devices show a marked divergence from a linear behaviour.
This divergence could be explained by thermal or implantation variations across
the wafer. This is possible because each transistor in the POT column is 480,um
from the next transistor in the POT column.
However a column of transistors that show a linear response to the change in
symmetry of the LDD devices is shown in figure 7-12.
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Figure 7-12: Example of a well behaved POT column.
This is an example of a well behaved experimental result. Most columns exhibited this behaviour although a few of the transistors were defective. The extracted
current difference in figure 7-12 shows good general agreement with the simulated
results shown in figure 7-6.
Graphical analysis of the results for all the transistors is very time consuming therefore the POT columns were analysed using the least-squares difference
software that has been discussed in section 5.4.1.1.
The following table shows the POT columns of transistors that closely follow
a linear relationship for the current difference plotted against the position in the
POT column. These results are shown for one example wafer in figures 7-13, 7-14,
7-15, 7-16 and 7-17.
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Tag

BFIC.0
1.03375

X

iO

BDEA.0

BIFE.0

BCJJ.0

BDEB.0

1.48335 x 10'

1.73879 x 10

1.766 x 10

1.98545 x 10-1-1

1.17606

2.33697 x iO

-1.06223 x 10_ 6

a

-6.37879 x 10

-7.62727 x 10-8

b

2.45424 x 10-6

3.66455 x 10

2.82121 x 10 -6

2.73394 x 10-6

6.14545 x 10

1

-1.235 x 10-6

-1.775 x 10

-1 x 10

-1.045 x 10

-4.05 x 10

2

-9.6 x 10

-1.55

1 x 107

-7.35 x 10

-3.45 X 10

3

-8.25 x 10

-1.075 x 10

2.5 x 10 7

-5.7 X 10

-3.25 x 10-6

X

10

X

10

4

-8.15 x 10 7

-8.35 x 10

6.5 x 10

-5.25 x 10

-2.3 x 10-6

5

-2.4 x 10 7

-6.55 x 10

8.5 x 10'

-2.85 x 10

-1.45 x 10

6

10
1.7 x 10
5.3 x 10 7
5.9 x 10
9.55 x 10

x 10
1.1 x 10
7.55 x 10
1.155 x 10-6
1.455 x 10

1x

x 10
53 x 10
9.95 x 10
1.04 x 10_6
1.305 x 10

-1 x 10
-5 x iO
1.5 x 10-7

-3.5

7
8
9

10

-1.8

X

10-6

1.25 x 10 6

x 10 6
1.95 x 10-6
2.5 x 10-6
1.9

2.6

x 10
1.45 x 10_6
7

Table 7-3: Experimental data showing the transistor column identifier ( Tag ),
the deviation from the straight line fit ( x 2 ), the coefficients to the

equation y = ax +

b and the actual current differences (A).
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Figure 7-43: Graph of data from table 7-3, showing a well behaved POT column
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Figure 7-14: Graph of data from table 7-3, showing a well behaved POT column.
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Figure 7-15: Graph of data from table 7-3, showing a well behaved POT column.
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Figure 7-16: Graph of data from table 7-3, showing a well behaved POT column.
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Figure 7-17: Graph of data from table 7-3, showing a well behaved POT column.
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7.4.1 Further Comparison of simulated and fabricated
LDD transistors
Computer simulations were also compared with the actual devices. Figure 7-18
shows the comparison between the current differences for the simulated and the
measured device with the best straight line fitted. This shows that the simulated
and the measured characteristics have the same form but not the same magnitude.

Current difference
1.5E-05 r

1 E-05
7. 7
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-1E-05

-1.5E-05 L
0
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8

10

12

Position in column
Measured Simulated

Figure 7-18: Comparison of drain current differences for a simulated and fabricated POT column.
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The difference in the displacement between the two lines in the x—direction
is explained by the misalignment of the polysilicon gate to the source - drain
implant for the measured devices. In this case the polysilicon gate is displaced
slightly more than 0.1am down relative to the source - drain . The gradients of
the lines in figure 7-18 are of equal importance, since this parameter is affected
by the width of the transistor.
The simulated transistor is a two—dimensional device (depth and length) with
no reference to width and hence the currents calculated for this device are Atm 1
This simulated device could be considered as a device that is 1tm wide whereas
the measured transistor was a device that was 8,um. It would be expected that the
gradient of the current difference line would be eight times that of the simulated
transistor assuming that the drain current is proportional to the width of the
device. However, this will not be the case since the width of the transistor when
fabricated is less than the size that is drawn. This is due to the encroachment of
the field oxide into the sides of the channel of the device due to the birds beak.
This encroachment is called the birds beak due to its shape.
When attempting to fit the gradient of the simulated column of transistors to
the measured column the device width had to be multiplied by 1.37 (Figure 7-19).
This suggests that the effective width of the fabricated transistors is 1.37tm which
is somewhat in disagreement with the drawn width of 81m. This suggests that
the absolute current values produced by the simulator are too high.

'A perfect alignment would have had the current difference crossing the y—axis at
transistor position 6. There is a O.1tm offset between successive transistors.
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Figure 7-19: Comparison of drain current differences for a simulated, fabricated
and corrected measurements.

7.5

Extracting transistor width parameters using POT

The gradient of the saturation current forward/reverse difference for the POT
transistors can be used to extract the effective width of the fabricated transistors.
This relies on the fact that the gradient of the saturation current forward/reverse
difference is proportional to the width of the device.
To extract the effective width of the transistors it is necessary to measure POT
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columns of transistors with all the parameters of the device held constant except
for the width of the device. Tables 4-3 and 4-4 were consulted to find suitable
POT columns. From these it was determined that devices with an LDD length of
0.5gm and channel length of 7im would provide the best measurements. Table
7-4 shows the parameters for the POT columns used in this measurement and
these transistors were analysed with the 'least' program to determine the columns
with the best straight line fit. Figure 7-20 shows the measured current differences
for the four different transistor columns.

Die

1

2

1

2

Column

C

C

C

I

LDD ( ftm )

0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Length(tm)

7

7

7

7

Width

4

6

8

10

pm)

Table 7-4: This table shows the columns of transistors that were used to extract
the effective width of the devices. Notice that all the transistor's parameters are constant except for the width of the devices

The location of the symmetrical transistor in each POT column is at different
position as shown in figure 7-20. The data used in figure 7-20 is normalised so
that the current difference for the transistor in row A was translated to zero with
all the other current differences for that column having the same offset added.
This normalised data is shown in figure 7-21. The gradient of these fitted lines
are used to extract the effective width of the transistors.
Inspection of the gradients of the saturation current differences shows that they
appear to be proportional to the width of the devices with the devices with the
smallest width having the smallest gradient. Table 7-5 shows the extracted saturation current difference gradient for different widths of the POT columns. These
extracted gradients were plotted against the drawn mask width of the devices, i.e.
target width for the devices. ( Figure 7-22 )
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Figure 7-20: Effective width extraction data. The graph shows POT transistors
of different widths ( 4,6,8 and 10 ,um ), the wider the transistor the
greater the gradient.

Width ( ym)

Gradient (A)

4

5.12121 x 10-6

6

8.17576 x 10 6

8

1.28 x iO

10

1.51909 x 10

Table 7-5: Effective POT column gradients.

This figure clearly shows that there is a linear relation between the saturation
current difference and the width of the device. The equation for the best straight
fitted to the points was determined to be:-

I = —0.00000186972 + 0.0000017416688W

(7.1)
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Figure 7-21: Effective width extraction using normalised data. This graph shows
the same data as in figure 7-20 but the data has been corrected to
start at 0.

This straight line intercepts the x-axis at I = 1.074gm. This means that the
width of the fabricated transistors were 1.074tm narrower than the mask-drawn
sizes. If the transistors had been fabricated so that the width of the devices
exactly matched the mask-drawn sizes the straight line fitted to the gradient of
the current differences would have been plotted through the origin of the axes.
These measurements and the above analysis form a method to determine the
effective width of asymmetric LDD transistors.

The extracted values of 6.93im represents a more realistic width of the devices,
rather than the 1.37tm suggested by simulation.

10
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Figure 7-22: Gradient of current differences plotted against mask-drawn transistor
width

Extraction of the straight line fitted to the data suggests

that devices are 1.luim narrower than the mask-drawn width

7.5.1 Conventional Width Measurement
The width of the fabricated devices is an important issue. This section describes
a novel and simple method to extract the effective width of the transistors using
substrate current measurements.
The devices that were used in the previous section to determine the substrate
current by the gradient of the POT saturation current difference were also used
to determine the effective width by measuring the substrate current.
The dimensions used were a channel length of 7im an LDD length of 0.51um,
and the widths had values of 4, 61 8 and 10tm. The measured substrate currents
are displayed in figure 7-23.
The peak substrate current was then extracted for each of the different widths,
and plotted in figure 7-24. This clearly shows that the peak substrate current has
a linear relationship with the width of the device. Extraction of the straight line
fitted to the peak substrate current intersects the x-axis at 1.2im.
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Substrate current (A)
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Figure 7-23: Substrate current for devices of different widths.
This offset indicates that all the devices were fabricated with an effective width
1.2gm narrower than the drawn size. This value compares favourably with the
value ( 1.074im ) that was extracted from the saturation current difference in the
preceding section.
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Figure 7-24: Peak substrate current for devices of different widths.

7.6

Overview of Wafers

7.6.1 Distribution of Results
There was a large amount of data collected from the electrical measurements of
the wafers ( 7800 devices per wafer - 8 wafers). This data provides a good monitor
of the yield and distribution of the process.
The first analysis that was performed was to produce a histogram of the current
differences. This histogram can be seen in figure 7-25 and it is appears that the
data follows a normal distribution with spikes at the centre and the extremes
showing non-functional transistors.
The non-functional transistors were eliminated by removing any transistor
from the current difference histogram that had a forward current of less than
2.52 x 10_6 (See histogram 7-26). Transistors were also eliminated when they had
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histogram

Figure 7-25: Histogram of current differences. Skewness = -12.966544, Kurtosis
= 831.740585. The high centre peak and the left and right peaks are
due to non-functioning transistors.
a significant current when the gate was switched off. All this data was measured
and stored as described in section 5.4, and it only required simple software routines
to do the elimination.
When the transistors were eliminated the graph in figure 7-27 was obtained.
From this histogram it is obvious that the method to delete the non—functioning
transistors has been successful at improving the normal distribution of the histogram.
The final data manipulation was to remove any transistors that had had a
forward current greater than mean + 3a. This technique removed 21 points from
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Figure 7-26: Histogram of forward current
the 0 to 5 x 10 range of the histogram which eliminated the small secondary
peak from the distribution ( Figures 7-28 and 7-29). The mean and the standard
deviation of the forward current were calculated using RS/1 (BBN Inc.). This
software also gave an interesting result that the measured data for the difference
current gave 2149 different levels for 5108 measurements (42%). This is important
because the currents are quantised by the analogue to digital converter. If the
quantisation had been poor then the number of different observed levels would have
been fewer. It can be concluded from this result that the experimental observations
are accurate and do not suffer from significant quantisation or rounding errors.
The distributions that were obtained are consistent with the experiment as
defined by the layout of the transistors. The results do show a slight positive
offset from the origin of the axes, this suggests that the gates of the transistors on
average were displaced by a small fraction of a micron towards the top of the die.
This is probably due to a systematic error in the misalignment of the dice during
fabrication.
When the distribution for the column of transistors at 90° was compared to the
distribution of the other transistors (Figure 7-30) there was a noticeable difference
between the two types of transistor.
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hitoga

Figure 7-27: Histogram of current differences after the non—functioning transistors
have been removed.
This difference is probably explained by the fact that the distribution of the 900
transistors is for transistors all of the same size. Whereas the other distribution
is for transistors of all sizes. These transistors should add a negative bias to the
histogram because the layout had five transistors drawn with a negative offset,
one symmetrical and four with a positive offset.

7.6.2 Average Offset
The data was further analysed to determine the row of the progressional offset
column that contained the symmetrical transistor. This data was extracted using
a simple algorithm where the symmetrical transistor was defined as the row where
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histogram

Figure 7-28: Final histogram of current differences after transistors with forward
current greater than 3o have been eliminated.
the current difference first became positive starting from the bottom of the column
(see figure 7-32). This algorithm obviously will never indicate that the first row of
the column is the symmetrical transistor. Figure 7-31 shows a histogram of this
data and it reveals that the most common row to find the symmetrical transistor in
is row nine. This crude determination agrees with the current difference histogram
(figure 7-27), both of these suggest that there is an average systematic offset of
the polysilicon gate with respect to the implanted drain2 .

2

Remember that the devices were drawn with 5 transistors with negative offset, one

symmetrical and four with a positive offset. Therefore column 6 should have the most
symmetrical transistors.
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histogram

Figure 7-29: Final histogram. Same histogram as figure 7-28 but with larger
ranges for the histogram intervals.

7.6.3 Distribution of Results : Conclusion
The statistical measurement and analysis of the devices on the wafers has shown
that there were many functioning devices and that these devices function closely
to the expected parameters.

7.6.4

900 Rotation of transistor

The column of transistors that had the gate at 90° to all the other transistors
(hence the LDD implant would be shadowed on one side) was measured. These
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Figure 7-30: Comparison of current difference distributions, the light bars are for
all transistors in the normal non-shadowed configuration. The dark
bars are for transistors at 900 to the others and hence have a shadowed implant. The 90° transistors show a symmetrical Gaussian
distribution whereas the other transistors show a skew Gaussian.

were compared to transistors with the same dimensions but non-shadowed. The
forward - reverse current differences are shown in comparison in figure 7-32.
The addition of the shadowed region has a large effect on the current drive of
the transistors. It is impossible to conclusively say that the difference between
the shadowed and non-shadowed transistors was due only to the shadowing of
the devices. There is the possibility that the masking step was severely offset
in the y-direction which would cause similar results, but this offset is less likely
as all wafers exhibited similar results. In addition it is somewhat unlikely that
the transistors were misaligned by over 1tm and so it must be assumed that the
shadowing of the implant must have a pronounced effect.
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Figure 7-32: Comparison between shadowed and non-shadowed LDD transistors.
It was hoped that the box-in-box misalignment test structure (section 6.2.1)
would have enabled the position of the polysilicon gate relative to the source -
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drain implant to be determined. Unfortunately the etch that accompanied the
implant was not visible and this measurement could not be made.
To help explain why the shadowed devices have different characteristics to
the non—shadowed devices requires a close look at the drain currents. Figure 7-33
shows the drain currents for both the shadowed and non—shadowed devices in both
orientations. On first inspection it is obvious that for all devices the drain current
increases with decreasing length of the lightly doped source region. However the
drain current for the device with the shadowed lightly doped source region is larger
than the current for the device without the shadowing. This could be explained
by different offsets of the polysilicon gate to the source - drain implant in the x
and y directions.
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Figure 7-33: Comparison of drain currents between a shadowed and a non—
shadowed device both having the same dimensions.
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Comparing the rates of increase of the drain current for both devices it is
apparent that another factor is present. The drain saturation current difference
can be explained by the following theory. Figure 7-34 shows the biasing of the
transistor without the extra asymmetric LDD series resistance.

Vg

Ire
Vs

Vd
Figure 7-34: Biasing of symmetrical transistor

The total series resistance Rt,,t for the devices in the POT column is constant.
This resistance is shown in figure 7-35 where A is the fraction of Rt "t at the drain
and can vary between 0 and 1 along the POT column.

Vg

we

Vs

Mot

Rtot(1-A)

Figure 7-35: Asymmetrical series resistance
Figure 7-36 shows the analysis of an extremely asymmetric device, i.e. the LDD
region is all at the drain side only. The effective source and drain voltages are Vsei
and Vdel respectively.

Vdel =

VD

- 1dlRt0t

VseiVs

(7.2)
(7.3)
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Figure 7-36: Asymmetrical series resistance, drain end only
Figure 7-37 shows the analysis of the same device as in figure 7-36 except that
the definition of the terminals have been swapped.

Vg
Ire
Vd

Vs
Mot

Vse2

Vde2

Figure 7-37: Asymmetrical series resistance, source end only

V8e2

Vd2Vd

(7.4)

= V + Id2Rt0t

(7.5)

Comparing equations 7.2, 7.3 with 7.4, 7.5 shows that for the device:-

Vde2

>V

Vse 2 > Vsei

(7.6)
(7.7)

The vertical component of the effective source and drain voltage reduces the effective gate voltages. The larger the source and drain voltages the smaller the drain
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saturation current. Equations 7.6 and 7.7 show that the device with the largest
drain LDD series resistance will have the greatest effective gate voltage and therefore the largest current. The shadowed devices have an extra series resistance due
to the lower concentration of LDD implant in the shadowed region. This shifts
the current differences as shown in the measurements ( Figure 7-33 ).
To support this theory a series of simulations were performed to simulate the
shadowing in these devices. These simulations were performed using the MonteCarlo method for ion implantation [167, 168]. The Monte-Carlo method is a very
CPU intensive technique as it follows the path of every implanted ion into the device. Ions can be scattered with a collision of a nucleus of a silicon ion in the device
as well as being slowed down by the electronic stopping. The simulator has to randomly choose if the implanted atom is scattered or slowed down. This is difficult
to calculate accurately because the random number generators used in software
are only pseudo-random and may not have a uniform random distribution.
It would be impracticable to follow the path of every implanted ion as the
doses of the implant are of the order of at least 5 >< 1012 . Hence only a selected
number of paths are simulated to save time and these are used to create a statistical
distribution for the entire implant .
The benefit of using the Monte-Carlo method is that different angles of implant
can be simulated to produce the desired shadowed or non-shadowed devices. The
disadvantage of this type of simulation is that the CPU time required to do an
implant with 250000 ions is enormous.
The simulated devices were tested using the PISCES-213 device simulator.
The drain current difference was extracted for all the devices in the POT column.
These current differences were plotted against the POT column position and it was
found that the Monte-Carlo simulations produced a non-linear response. The
results gave drain current difference that increased as the position in the POT
column increased but there were devices in the simulation that did not conform to

"'Few" in this case means 50000 to 250000
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this behaviour. These devices were analysed and shown to have localised regions
where the implanted dose was higher than the surrounding regions. These localised
regions are probably due to the pseudo-random number generators that were used.

The latest release of TSUPREM-4 allows the user to define the angled implant
without using Monte-Carlo simulation. This method of implantation was tested
to see whether satisfactory results can be obtained. The method of implantation
was to implant at 0° and 70 to the vertical. This method also proved to be
unsatisfactory as the ions from the 00 implant were implanted to a greater depth
than those with the 70 implant.

The most successful simulation method was to use the default implant angle
of the simulator and to mask off the areas that would have been shadowed. The
masked region was determined by the following formula.
1 = D 01 , tan 70

This simpler approach also proved to be the most effective. The results of
the simulations using angled implants agree with the experimental measurements;
that is the devices with the shadowed LDD implant by exhibiting the same degree
of offset for the symmetrical transistor as the simulated devices.

This exercise is a good example of the benefit of computer simulation. In this
case the fabricated devices had an unknown offset and there was some uncertainty
whether the offset was due to gross misalignment or whether the perceived offset
was due to the shadowed implant. With the agreement of the simulations to the
measured results it was possible to deduce that the wafers were not excessively
misaligned and that the shadowing of the LDD implant was responsible for the
observed measurements. Figure 7-38 shows the comparison between the measured
results and the simulated results for the shadowed and non-shadowed devices. Figure 7-39 shows the doping profile obtained from the simulation with the shadowed
implantation.
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Figure 7-38: Comparison of real and simulated results for devices that have the
LDD implant both shadowed and non—shadowed

7.6.5 RS/Discover
Once the symmetrical transistors have been determined they were measured and
the parameters were analysed by RS/Discover. One of the resulting response
surface (section 4.4) is shown in figure 7-40. This shows that the current drive of
the device is maximised for transistors with both the shortest channel length and
the shortest LDD length. The equation that this has been fitted to is described
in equation 4.1. Equation 7.8 gives the fitted parameters for the drive current
Notice that some parameters have been eliminated e.g. W2 .

Id

0.000136
- 0.000003 x LDD - 0.000047 x L + 0.000060 x W
+ 0.000014 x L2
+ 0.000002 x LDD x L - 0.000019>< L x W

'd
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Figure 7-39: Doping profile for a device that has the LDD region shadowed with
the 70 implant
(7.8)
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Figure 7-40: Response surface for the drive current for the transistor. This transistor width is held constant at 4,um and there are only five measured
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7.7 Computer Simulation: Other
Computer simulation was used to both refine the process and to simulate electrical
performance of the devices. The simulators that were used were from the TMA
suite. The process simulator used was TSUPREM-4 [148], which is a two dimensional process simulator. This was used to create the information which was used
by PISCES-213 [150] to analyse the transistor performance.
The output from the process simulation of an asymmetric LDD transistor is
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shown in figure 7-41 in which the doping contours are plotted to indicate the
source and drain. The advantages of two-dimensional simulation is that sideways
diffusion of dopant is modelled.
Run t

Figure 7-41: Doping profile produced by computer simulation. This plot only
shows the n type implant.
A device simulation for drain voltage of 20V is shown in figure 7-42 and the
swapped source-drain terminals simulation is shown in figure 7-43. The contours
in the simulations are the areas where impact ionisation occurs. These simulations
also show the metallurgical junction and the depletion region. Comparing figures
7-42 and 7-43 indicates that transistors with long LDD regions move the areas of

highest impact ionisation from beneath the gate [93, 94].
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Figure 7-42: Electrical simulation of transistor showing impact ionisation areas.
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Figure 7-43: Electrical simulation of transistor showing impact ionisation areas.
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7.8 Breakdown Voltage
The breakdown voltage of devices is a useful parameter to evaluate. This parameter shows the maximum drain voltage to which the device can be subjected.
The breakdown voltage extraction method has already been discussed in section 6.4. This method used numerical second order differentiation of the drain current with respect to the drain voltage. The breakdown voltage was defined as being
the drain voltage when the second order differentiation exceeded 1 x 10 -'IV-'
The breakdown voltages were measured only on symmetrical transistors, i.e.
they were first electrically measured to find the location of the symmetrical transistors. It was hoped that a full set of measurements of the breakdown voltages could
have been included in the Box-Benkhen experiment to show how the breakdown
voltages of the device varied with transistor size.
Initial breakdown voltage measurements of identical symmetrical transistors
on the same wafer are shown superimposed in figure 7-44.
This figure shows that there are localised differences in the breakdown voltages.
The devices have a large spread in the range of breakdown voltage for devices with
the same dimensions ( about 17V to 23V ). The breakdown in these devices was
catastrophic after this test. Because of these problems with breakdown voltages it
was impossible to extract consistent meaningful breakdown voltage measurements
and therefore it was impossible to complete the Box-Benkhen experiment.
The breakdown voltage extraction routine was tested on various transistors of
different sizes. These results are shown in figures 7-45, 7-46 and 7-47 and indicate
that the second order differentiation method to extract the breakdown voltage is
a useful and accurate technique.
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Figure 7-44: Measured breakdown voltages

7.9 Conclusion
The chapter has shown both simulated and measured results and has made comparison between both types. Simulation has been proved to be a cheap method of
producing results quickly. However, as has been shown in section 7.4.1, the simulated results may not fit measured results exactly but it does show the underlying
trends.
A statistical and visual approach has been utilised in getting an overview of
the wafers. This has shown that the wafers had an acceptable yield of working
transistors and produced a distribution of results within a range that was expected
before they had been fabricated.
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Figure 7-45: Measured breakdown voltages

A lot of attention has been paid in locating the symmetrical transistor in a POT
column of transistors. The technique of swapping the source and drain terminals
proved to be both the easiest and quickest method to determine the asymmetry of
the device. Once the symmetrical transistor has been located the sizes of all the
other transistors in the same column can then been determined. These transistors
were then subjected to further measurements to determine the affect of asymmetry.
The most important measurement was the substrate current which can be used
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Figure 7-46: Measured breakdown voltages
to determine how effective the device was at resisting hot electrons effects. These
measurements showed that the hot electrons were insensitive to asymmetry.
The most interesting result of the experiment was the effect of the shadowed
LDD implant had on the performance of the device. The devices were drawn such
that most POT columns would not be shadowed by the 70 LDD implant. However
one column per die was drawn with the gate at 90° to all the other columns. This
column exhibited a large difference in performance when compared to the other
columns. This difference was most noticeable in the forward - reverse current
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Figure 7-47: Measured breakdown voltages
difference measurement where the measurement showed an apparent misalignment
of greater than ljim. This misalignment was shown by simulation to be mostly
due to the increased resistance of the shadowed LDD region.
When the degree of asymmetry had been determined the symmetrical transistors had their measured parameters fitted to a response surface of the dimensions
that had been varied. This was performed using RS/Discover software. The purpose of this was to establish a set of equations that can be used to determine the
optimum size for a transistor when a constraint on its size is needed.

Chapter 8

Conclusions
8.1 Introduction
This thesis has shown that the electrical characteristics of LDD transistors are
affected by the asymmetry in the LDD regions of the devices. The saturation
drain current for the devices has been shown to reduce with an increase in the
source side length of the LDD when the asymmetry in the LDD regions was deliberately introduced using a novel LDD test structure called the Progressional
Offset Technique. This test structure is a column of asymmetric LDD transistors
where the asymmetry of the devices changes in a regular and gradual sequence in
the column. The degree of asymmetry of all the devices is initially unknown but
it has been shown that the asymmetry of all the devices can be determined by
simple measurements.
These measurements were based on the simple technique of biassing the source
/ drain terminals with OV and 5V respectively and measuring the drain current
for a constant gate voltage. The biassing of the source and drain terminals was
swapped and the new drain current (formerly the source terminal) was measured
for the same gate voltage. The difference between the two measured drain currents
was calculated and a linear response for the drain current difference versus the
position in the POT column was shown to exist.
The gradient of this linear response was also shown to be proportional to the
width of the devices. This gradient was used to determine the effective width of
the transistors in a novel manner.
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These results were compared against computer simulations using sophisticated
commercial software. There was a good agreement between the computer simulation and the actual experimental results. This comparison also showed that the
computer simulators gave more accurate results when they were used in a difference mode. That is the simulators returned a more linear response when they were
used to produce a current difference between two different measurements of the
same transistor when compared to the absolute values of a single measurement on
the same transistors.
The deliberate introduction of asymmetry in the LDD transistors seems to
be only of academic interest as modern fabrication techniques rely on supposedly
symmetrical sidewall spacer techniques. However there is one part of modern
fabrication that gives asymmetrical transistors. This is the implant steps of the
process. The implant is normally done at 7° from the vertical in one fixed direction.
This is done to prevent the implanted ions travelling deep into the silicon via gaps
in the silicon lattice structure that are apparent to the 00 (vertical) implant. The
70

implant is capable of producing areas of the transistor that are shadowed from

the implanted impurity. This shadowing is due to the relatively high polysilicon
gate that is used to mask the implant and thus form the channel region of the
device.
The majority of the POT column test structures were created so that there
would be no shadowing of the LDD implants. These transistors always had to have
the same orientation on the silicon wafer. However some of the POT columns were
drawn so that the channel of the devices ran at 90° to the majority of the POT
columns, resulting in shadowed implants. When these devices were measured it
was determined that the shadowing has a large effect on the performance of the
device. The shadowing increases the asymmetry of the devices.
The increased asymmetry due to shadowing may have only been due to a large
misalignment during the fabrication of the devices. It was necessary to prove that
the increased asymmetry was due to the shadowed implant. This was achieved
again by using computer simulations to show that the same large asymmetric
affects could be reproduced with devices of known dimensions. The computer
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simulations proved that the asymmetric affects were in fact due to the shadowed
LDD implant.

8.2 Industrial

Researchers from NEC have recently published [169] an asymmetric LDD process
by producing the LDD region on one side of the channel only. Their process relies
on using a photomask for both the LDD implant and CVD spacer. The process
used is shown in figure 8-1.

Asymmetric vs Conventional LDD Process
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Figure 8-1: Asymmetric LDD process proposed by NEC. ( Figure from Semiconductor International April 1994 )
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8.3 Further Work
The following three subsections provide a list of what would be useful further work
related to the main areas of work in this thesis.

8.3.1 Sidewall Spacer Process
The first and most important experiment to do would be to develop a process to
create LDD transistors using sidewall spacers. The layout of the devices should be
such that there would be devices that would not have any shadowing of the LDD
implant and other devices where there would be shadowing of the LDD implant.
The drain current difference technique could be used to see whether there was
any asymmetry in the non—shadowed devices produced with sidewall spacers. The
shadowed devices should also be measured to show that there is still a problem
asymmetry in these devices.

8.3.2 Angled Implant Process
The next important experiment that could be done would be to develop a process
that either implanted the wafers uniformly from all directions by rotating the
wafers during the implant or by doing four separate implants, each at 900 to the
previous implant. The transistors produced by this technique should be measured
to prove that the problems with the asymmetry have been eliminated.

8.3.3 Polysilicon Gate Height
The length of the shadowed region is proportional to the height of the polysilicon
gate ( assuming that the angle of the LDD implant does not vary). An experiment
should be devised to determine what the minimum height of the polysilicon gate
can be and whether the width of the sidewall spacers is determined by the height
of the polysilicon gate.
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Alternatively a process should be developed where the sides of the polysilicon
gate rise at an angle of more than 70 from the vertical. This process should
be checked to see what effect it has on the formation of the sidewall spacers.
There should be no problems with the shadowing from the polysilicon gate with
a structure of this type.

8.4 Conclusion
This thesis has shown that the POT technique produces both symmetrical and
asymmetrical LDD transistors on one silicon wafer. The asymmetric devices are
produced with several different asymmetric sizes all of which can be determined.
The thesis has shown that the POT technique can be used as a tool to produce
transistors of different LDD lengths on one wafer as well as producing transistors
with determinable asymmetries.
The thesis has also shown that shadowing of the LDD implant during fabrication can have significant impact on the electrical properties on the device. This
can produce asymmetrical devices in processes that are meant to be symmetrical.
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Runsheet

CMOS process.
EDINBURGH MICROFABRICATION FACILITY
P—WELL CMOS SILICON GATE PROCESS
START DATE:
BATCH NUMBER:
DEVICE IDENTIFICATION:
MASK SET:
MASKING SEQUENCE: 12345
MASK REV.LETTERS: AAAAA
STARTING MATERIAL: 2-4 ohm.cm.(100) N—type,3in.Dia.
No. OF WAFER STARTS:
INITIAL CLEAN
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:

10

10 mm. boil in 2:1, Sulphuric acid:Hydrogen peroxide in Teflon jig
D.I water wash
Dip 3 mm. in 10% HF in Polypropylene jig
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
IMPLANT BORON WAFERs 1 to 8 (well implant)
B11+ 4.0e12 atoms/sq.cm. 100 keV
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 8
Start time:
Start date:

Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Finish time:
Finish date:

20

Initials:

30

Initials:

WELL DRIVE—IN WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:
Furnace \#6, idling on oxygen at 950oC

164

165
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Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 3.0 1/mm.
Oxygen
1.4 1/mm.
Hydrogen
2.0 1/min.
0.15 1/mm.
HCl
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
30 mm. Oxygen, 950oC
30 mm. Nitrogen, ramp to 1150oC © 7.8oC/min
30 hours Nitrogen, 1150oC
30 mm. Nitrogen, ramp down to 950oC © 7.8oC/min
60 mm. Oxygen + Hydrogen + HC1, 950oC
5 mill. Oxygen, 950oC
Angstroms
Measure Well oxide thickness:
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:

40

50

4:1 ETCH FRESH ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:
Immerse in 4:1, Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40%w/v) : HF
(Strip all oxide)
approx 3mm
Etch time:
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
WELL SHEET RESISTANCE MEASUREMENT WAFERS 1 to 8
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:

RCA CLEAN WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

10 mm. 8OoC in 1:1:5, Ammonia: Hydrogen peroxide:water in Teflon jig
D.I water wash
10 mm. 80oC in 1:1:5, HCl:Hydrogen peroxide:water in Teflon jig
D.I water wash
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
PAD OXIDE
FURNACE\# 1 WAFERS 1 t 16
Start time:
Start date:

60

70

Initials:

Tempeature: 950oC
Idling ambient:
Oxygen
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 20% (1.5 1/mm.)
(1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
20%
(0.15 1/mm.)
HCl
15%
(1.7 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
10%
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
5 mm. Oxygen + HCl
10 mm. Oxygen + HC1 + Hydrogen
5 mm. Oxygen

80
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Measure oxide thickness:
Angstroms
Finish date:
Finish time:
Initials:

90

SILICON NITRIDE DEPOSITION WAFERS 1 to 16
FURNACE\# 3
Start time:
Initials:
Start date:
Temperature: 800oC
Idling ambient:
Vacuum
Preset gas flows as follows:
Dichiorosilane 20 cc/mm.
Ammonia
60 cc/mm.
Add extra bare test wafer
Deposit time:
mm.
(2000 A)
mTorr
Pressure during deposition:
Angstroms
Measure nitride thickness:
Initials:
Finish date:
Finish time:
1st PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST)
mask serc B 214 miva
Start time:
Start date:

LAYER\#

100

(Active areas) WAFERS 1 to16

Initials:
110

HMDS vapour box prime 30 mm.
Spin HPR 204 at 4000 rpm for 30 secs
Soft bake at 105oC for 30 min in static oven
secs. (Optimetrix)
Align and expose for
Develop in 1 vol LSI 2 Developer, 3 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
microns
Measure resist image:
Hard bake at 130oC for 30 min in static oven
Inspect for proper baking
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:

120

SILICON NITRIDE RIE ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:
RIE etch 48 cc/mm CF4 + 8 cc 112, 30 mTorr, 750 W
Repeat above with wafers face downwards to etch backs.
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

130

Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mill
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
microns
Measure etched image:
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
10% HF DIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:
140

167
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Dip in 10% HF for 15 secs.
Wash and spin dry.
Finish date:
Finish time:

Initials:

IMPLANT BORON WAFERS 1 to 8 (well field implant)
Start time:
Initials:
Start date:
B11+ 7e13 atoms/sq.cm. 25 keV
Finish time:
Initials:
Finish date:
150

IMPLANT PHOSPHORUS WAFERS 9 to 16 (substrate field implant)
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:
P31+ 2e13 atoms/sq.cm. 40 keV
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mill
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
10% HF DIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:
Dip in 10% HF for 15 secs.
Wash and spin dry.
Finish time:
Finish date:
FIELD OXIDE WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Initials:

170

Initials:

Furnace \#7, 950oC, idling on oxygen
Preset gas flows as follows:
24.5% (1.22 1/mm.)
Oxygen
(2.0 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
20%
10% (0.1 1/mm.)
HC1
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
5 min.Oxygen + HC1
0.5 hours Oxygen + Hydrogen + HC1
4.5 hours Oxygen + Hydrogen
5 min.Oxygen
Measure oxide thickness:
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
RESIST COAT WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

160

180

Initials:
190

Spin HPR 204 at 6000 rpm for 30 secs.
Hard bake for 30 mm. at 130oC in static oven.

168
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Inspect for proper baking
Finish time:
Finish date:
4:1 ETCH WAFERS 1 t 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:
Initials:

Immerse in 4:1, Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40%w/v) : HF
approx 5mm
(Backs dewet)
Etch time:
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:

200

RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:
Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mill
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
4:1 ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

210

Initials:

Immerse in 4:1, Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40%w/v) : HF
15 secs.
Etch time:
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
SILICON NITRIDE WET ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:

220

Heat Orthophosphoric Acid to 165oC
Immerse wafers on Teflon jig for lhr or until nitride removed.
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
4:1 ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:
230

Immerse in 4:1, Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40%w/v) : HF
approx 20secs (Half of T/W dewet)
Etch time:
Wash and spin dry
microns
Measure etched image:
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
RCA CLEAN WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

10 min. 80oC in 1:1:5, Ammonia: Hydrogen peroxide:water in Teflon jig
D.I water wash
10 mm. 80oC in 1:1:5, HC1:Hydrogen peroxide:water in Teflon jig
D.I water wash
Wash and spin dry

240
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Finish date:

Finish time:

GATE OXIDE WAFERS 1,2,9,10
FURNACE\# 1
Start time:
Start date:

169
Initials:

Initials:
250

Tempeature: 950oC
Idling ambient:
Oxygen
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 20% (1.5 1/mm.)
(1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
20%
(0.15
1/mm.)
HC1
15%
(1.7 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
10%
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
5 mm. Oxygen + HC1
6.5 mm. Oxygen + HCl + Hydrogen
5 mm. Oxygen
Angstroms (Aim for 400 for wafers 1,2)
Measure gate oxide thickness:
Finish time:
Initials:
Finish date:
GATE OXIDE WAFERS 3,4,11,12
FIJRNACE\# 1
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Tempeature: 950oC
Idling ambient:
Oxygen
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 20% (1.5 1/mm.)
(1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
20%
(0.15 1/mm.)
HC1
15%
(1.7 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
10%
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
5 mm. Oxygen + HC1
7.5 mm. Oxygen + HC1 + Hydrogen
5 mm. Oxygen
Angstroms (Aim for 450 for wafers 3,4)
Measure gate oxide thickness:
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
GATE OXIDE WAFERS 5,6,13,14
FURNACE\# 1
Start time:
Start date:

260

270

280

Initials:

Tempeature: 950oC
Idling ambient:
Oxygen
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 20% (1.5 1/mm.)
(1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
20%
(0.15 1/mm.)
HC1
15%
(1.7 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
10%
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
5 mm. Oxygen + HC1
8.5 mm. Oxygen + HC1 + Hydrogen

290
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mill. Oxygen
Measure gate oxide thickness:
Finish date:
Finish time:

5

Angstroms (Aim for 500 for wafers 5,6)
Initials:
300

GATE OXIDE WAFERS 7,8,15,16
FURNACE\# 1
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Tempeature:
950oC
Idling ambient:
Oxygen
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 20% (1.5 1/mm.)
(1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
20%
(0.15 1/mm.)
HC1
15%
Hydrogen
10% (1.7 1/mm.)
Load wafers into furnace with Oxygen only flowing.
5 mm. Oxygen + HC1
9.5 mm. Oxygen + HC1 + Hydrogen
5 mill. Oxygen
Angstroms (Aim for 550 for wafers 7,8)
Measure gate oxide thickness:
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:

310

320

IMPLANT BORON WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:
Start time:
Start date:
B11+ 3e11 atoms/sq.cm. 40 keV
Finish time:
Initials:
Finish date:
RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:
Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Finish time:
Finish date:

Initials:
330

Initials:

RESIST STRIP (KARO'S ACID) WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

10 mm. boil in 2:1, Sulphuric acid:Hydrogen peroxide in Teflon jig
D.I water wash
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
WAFERS 1 to 16
ANNEAL
FURNACE\# 1
Start date:
Tempeature:
Idling ambient:

Start time:

9500C
Nitrogen

Initials:

340
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Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 207. (1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
207.
(1.5 1/mm.)
HC1
157.
(0.15 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
10'!.
(1.7 1/mm.)
Load wafers into furnace with Nitrogen only flowing.
30 mm. Nitrogen
Finish time:
Finish date:
POLY-SILICON DEPOSITION WAFERS 1 to 16
FURNACE\# 4
Start time:
Start date:
Tempeature:
600oC
Idling ambient:
Vacuum
Preset gas flows as follows:
Silane
60 cc/mm.
45 mm.
Deposit time:
mTorr
Pressure during deposition:
Measure poly silicon thickness over gate oxide:
Finish time:
Finish date:

350

Initials:

Initials:

360

Angstroms
Initials:
370

FURNACE\# 5 WAFERS 1 to 16
PHOSPHORUS DEPOSITION (SOLID SOURCE)
Start time:
Start date:
850oC
Temperature:
Nitrogen
Idling ambient:
Preset gas flows as follows:
50
Nitrogen
(2.0 1/mm.)
Add fresh 14-20 obm.cm P-type test wafer.
Insert wafers at 4 ins./min.
20 mm. ramp at 8.1oC/min. to up 1000oC
15 mm. soak
20 mm. ramp at 8.1oC/min. down to 850oC
Remove wafers at 4ins./min.
Measure sheet resistance on extra T/W at 5 points:
Discard T/W after use.
Measure poly-silicon sheet resistance on batch T/W:
Finish time:
Finish date:
PHOSPHORUS DEGLAZE WAFERS 1 to 16
10'!, HF DIP
Start time:
Start date:
Dip in 10'/. HF for 30 secs.
Wash and spin dry.
Finish date:

Finish time:

FURNACE\# 7 (WET 02) WAFERS 1 to 16
9500C
Temperature:
Oxygen
Idling ambient:

Initials:

380

Initials:
390

Initials:

Initials:

400
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Preset gas flows as follows:
Oxygen
28'!.
(1.4 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
207.
(2.0 1/mm.)
Start date:
Start time:

Initials:

S mm. Oxygen
15 mm. Oxygen + Hydrogen
5 mm. Oxygen
Finish date:
Finish time:

Initials:
410

3

3rd PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST)
LAYER\#
mask serc B 214 m2va
Start time:
Start date:

(Poly-silicon) WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:

Spin HPR 204 at 6000 rpm for 30 secs
Soft bake at 105oC for 30 min in static oven
secs. (Optimetrix)
Align and expose for
Develop in 1 vol LSI 2 Developer, 3 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
microns
Measure resist image:
Hard bake at 1300C for 30 min in static oven
Inspect for proper baking
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
4:1 ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Start date:

Initials:

Start time:

Immerse in 4:1, Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40'/,w/v) : HF
approx 30secs
Etch time:
(Backs dewet)
Wash and spin dry
Finish time:
Finish date:
POLY RIE ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:
RIE etch in CC14 + N2
Finish date:

Initials:

Initials:

RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
microns
Measure etched image:
Finish time:
Finish date:

HMDS vapour box prime 30 mm.

430

Initials:

Finish time:

5th PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST) OFPR 800
NO MASK--MASK OFF RIGHT HALF OF WAFER
Start time:
Start date:

420

LAYER\#

440

Initials:
N WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:

450
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Spin OFPR 800 at 6000 rpm for 30 secs
Soft bake at 105cC for 30 min in static oven
***MASK OFF RIGHT HALF OF WAFERS***
Align and expose for
secs. (2.5 mW/sq.cm.)
Develop in 1 vol 351 Developer, 3.5 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
Measure resist image:
microns
Hard bake at 130oC for 30 min in static oven
Hard bake at 1800C for 2 min on hot plate
Inspect for proper baking
Finish date:
Finish time:
Initials:
IMPLANT
ARSENIC WAFERS 1,3,5,7 (ldd implant)
Start date:
Start time:

Initials:

As75+
5e12
atoms/sq.cm.
90
keV
Initials:
Finish date:
Finish time:
BORON WAFERS 9,11,13,15 (ldd implant)
IMPLANT
Initials:
Start date:
Start time:
5e12
BF2
Finish date:

470

keV

atoms/sq.cm.
40
Finish time:

Initials:

IMPLANT
ARSENIC WAFERS 2,4,6,8 (ldd implant)
Start time:
Start date:
2.3e13
As75+
Finish date:

460

90
atoms/sq.cm.
Finish time:

keV

480

Initials:

IMPLANT
BORON WAFERS 10,12,14,16 (ldd implant)
Start time:
Start date:
2.3e13
atoms/sq.cm.
40
BF2
Finish time:
Finish date:
RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Initials:

keV
Initials:
Initials:
490

Oxygen plasma ash 30 mm.
Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Measure etched image:
Finish time:
Finish date:

6th PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST) OFPR 800
NO MASK--MASK OFF LEFT HALF OF WAFER
Start time:
Start date:
HMDS vapour box prime 30 mm.
Spin OFPR 800 at 6000 rpm for 30 secs

microns
Initials:

LAYER\#

N WAFERS 1 to 16
500

Initials:
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Soft bake at 105oC for 30 min in static oven
***MASK OFF LEFT HALF OF WAFERS***
Align and expose for
secs. (2.5 mW/sq.cm.)
Develop in 1 vol 351 Developer, 3.5 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
Measure resist image:
microns
Hard bake at 130oC for 30 min in static oven
Hard bake at 1800C for 2 min on hot plate
Inspect for proper baking
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
ARSENIC WAFERS 1,3,5,7 (ldd implant)
IMPLANT
Start time:
Start date:
1.0e13
As75+
Finish date:

90
atoms/sq.cm.
Finish time:

Initials:

keV
Initials:

BORON WAFERS 9,11,13,15 (ldd implant)
IMPLANT
Start time:
Start date:
1.0e13
BF2
Finish date:

510

520

Initials:

keV

atoms/sq.cm.
40
Finish time:

Initials:

ARSENIC WAFERS 2,4,6,8 (ldd implant)
IMPLANT
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:
530

5.0e13
As75+
Finish date:

90
atoms/sq.cm.
Finish time:

keV
Initials:

BORON WAFERS 10,12,14,16 (ldd implant)
IMPLANT
Start time:
Start date:
5.0e13
BF2
Finish date:

40
atoms/sq.cm.
Finish time:

keV
Initials:

RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:
Oxygen plasma ash 30 mm.
Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Measure etched image:
Finish time:
Finish date:

Initials:

540

Initials:

microns
Initials:
550

FURNACE\# 7 (WET 02) WAFERS 1 to 16
9500C
Temperature:
Oxygen
Idling ambient:
Preset gas flows as follows:
(1.4 1/mm.)
Oxygen
287.
(2.0 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
207.
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Start date:
5
mm. Oxygen
15 mm. Oxygen
5
mm. Oxygen
Finish date:

175
Start time:

+

Initials:

Hydrogen

560

Finish time:

2nd PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST) OFPR 800
mask serc B 214 m3va
Start date:
Start time:

Initials:
LAYER\#

4 (N+ diffusion) WAFERS 1 to
Initials:

HMDS vapour box prime 30 mm.
Spin OFPR 800 at 6000 rpm for 30 secs
Soft bake at lOSoC for 30 min in static oven
secs. (2.5 mW/sq.cm.)
Align and expose for
Develop in 1 vol 351 Developer, 3.5 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
microns
Measure resist image:
Hard bake at 130oC for 30 min in static oven
Hard bake at 180oC for 2 min on hot plate
Inspect for proper baking
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
WAFERS 1 to 16
4:1 ETCH
Start time:
Start date:

580

Initials:

Immerse in 4:1, Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40'/,w/v) :
Dewet scribelines
Etch time:
Wash and spin dry
Finish time:
Finish date:
ARSENIC
IMPLANT
Start date:

570

WAFERS 1 to 8
Start time:

HF

Initials:

Initials:
590

As75+
7e15
Finish date:

atoms/sq.cm.
90
Finish time:

IMPLANT
BF2
Start date:

WAFERS 9 to 16
Start time:

BF2+
2e15
Finish date:

atoms/sq.cm.
40
Finish time:

keV
Initials:

Initials:
keV
Initials:

RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:
Oxygen plasma ash 30 mm.
Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
Measure etched image:
Finish time:
Finish date:

600

Initials:

microns
Initials:
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ANNEAL
WAFERS 1 to 16
FURNACE\# 1
Start date:

176

610

Start time:

Tempeature:
9500C
Idling ambient:
Nitrogen
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 207. (1.5 1/mm.)
Oxygen
20'!.
(1.5 1/mm.)
HC1
15',,
(0.15 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
10.1.
(1.7 1/mm.)
Load wafers into furnace with Nitrogen only flowing.
30 mm. Nitrogen
Finish time:
Finish date:
REFLOW PYRO DEPOSITION WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

620

Initials:

Initials:

PWS 2000 Hotplate at 4300C, in right hand rest position.
Preset SPEED: 200
630
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen(02),80 (4.0 1/mm) :Nitrogen(SiH4),60 (2.9 1/mm)
5'/,Silane,110 (1.31/mm): 1'/,Phosphene,80 (0.961/mm): Oxygen,60 (0.651/mm)
Water flow, 100
Include one fresh 14-20 ohm.cm. P-type test wafer per batch.
Place up to 6 wafers onto hotplate as close as possible to centre.
Press button <-- to deposit
When hotplate stops, remove wafers to steel worktop with Bernoulli tweezer
Reload with fresh wafers and press button -->
Continue with whole batch.
640
Angstroms
Measured thickness:
NOTE: Proceed immediately to First Reflow
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
WAFERS 1 to 16
FIRST REFLOW
FURNACE\# 2 (02)
lOSOoC
Temperature:
Oxygen
Idling ambient:
Preset gas flows as follows:
50
Oxygen
(2.0 1/mm.)
Start time:
Start date:
10 mm. furnace time
Etch reflow pyro off extra T/W in 4:1, NH4F:HF.
Measure sheet resistance at 5 points:
Discard T/W after use.
Finish time:
Finish date:
WAFERS 1 to 16
FURNACE\# 7 (WET 02)
9500C
Temperature:
Oxygen
Idling ambient:

Initials:

650

ohms/sq.
Initials:

660

177
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Preset gas flows as follows:
Oxygen
28'!.
(1.4 1/mm.)
Hydrogen
20'/.
(2.0 1/mm.)
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

5 mm. Oxygen
15 mm. Oxygen + Hydrogen
5 mm. Oxygen
Finish time:
Finish date:

Initials:
670

7th PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST)
LAYER\#
mask serc B 214 m4va
Start time:
Start date:

6

(Contacts) WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:

HMDS box vapour prime 30 mm.
Spin HPR 204 at 6000 rpm for 30 secs
Soft bake at lOSoC for 30 min in static oven
secs. (Optimetrix)
Align and expose for
Develop in 1 vol LSI 2 Developer, 3 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
microns
Measure resist image:
Hard bake at 1300C for 30 min in static oven
Inspect for proper baking
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
OXIDE RIE ETCH
Start date:

WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:

RIE etch in CHF3 + He
Finish date:

Finish time:

RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:
Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
microns
Measure etched image:
Finish
time:
Finish date:

680

Initials:

Initials:

690

Initials:

Initials:
700

MEASURE DIFFUSION SHEET RESISTANCES
Start time:
Start date:
Finish time:
Finish date:
WAFERS 1 to 16
SECOND REFLOW
FURNACE\# 2 (N2)
lOSOoC
Temperature:
Nitrogen
Idling ambient:
Preset gas flows as follows:
Nitrogen 50
(2.0 1/mm.)
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:
Initials:

710

Initials:
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10 mm. furnace time
Finish date:

Initials:

Finish time:

25:1 ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Immerse in 25 vols Ammonium Fluoride soln.(40'/,w/v),l vol HF
15 secs.
Etch time:
Wash and spin dry
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
ALUMINIUM EVAPORATION (Si GATE) WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

Initials:

Load wafers on palettes and load into Balzers BAS 450 coater.
Pump system to 5e-6 or better with Meissner trap.
Close shutter
Throttle pump and admit argon at 2e-3.
Set integrator at 9500, Range 3
Run up Aluminium/Silicon target to 6 kW.
Open shutter until integrator times out.
Warm up Meissner and chamber.
Vent system and remove wafers.
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
LAYER\#
8th PHOTO (POSITIVE RESIST)
mask serc B 214 m5va
Start time:
Start date:

7

R.I.E until patterns clear
Finish date:

Finish time:

RESIST STRIP WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

730

(Metal 1) WAFERS 1 to 16
Initials:

Spin HPR 204 at 4000 rpm for 30 secs
Soft bake at 105oC for 30 min in static oven
secs. (Optimetrix)
Align and expose for
Develop in 1 vol LSI 2 Developer, 3 vols DI water at 25oC for 60 secs
Inspect for proper development.
microns
Measure resist image:
Hard bake at 130oC for 30 min in static oven
Inspect for proper baking
Initials:
Finish time:
Finish date:
ALUMINIUM ETCH WAFERS 1 to 16
Start time:
Start date:

720

740

750

Initials:

Initials:

Initials:
760

Immerse in Fuming Nitric Acid 10 mm
Wash and spin dry
Inspect for removal of resist.
microns
Measure etched image:

Appendix A. Runsheet
Finish date:
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Finish time:

WAFERS 1 to 16
SINTER
FURNACE\# 8
Temperature:
435oC
Idling ambient:
Nitrogen
Preset gas flows as follows:
50
Nitrogen
(2.0 1/mm.)
50
Nitrogen/40'/, Hydrogen
(2.0 1/mm.)
Start time:
Start date:
5 mm. Nitrogen
10 mm. Nitrogen/Hydrogen
5 mm. Nitrogen
Finish time:
Finish date:

Initials:

770

Initials:

Initials:
780

ELECTRICAL TEST
Start date:
Finish date:

Start time:
Finish time:

Initials:
Initials:

Appendix B

Least - awk program

awk 'BEGIN{}{
(NB. % 10i) {ar[1]2;tagL1]S1;x[1] -O.5}
102) {ar[2]$2;tagL21$1;x[2] -0.4}
(NB.
103) {ar[3]$2;tag[3]$1;x[3] -0.3}
(NB.
104) {arL41$2;tag[4]$1;x[4] -0.2}
(NB.
105) {ar[5]$2;tag[5]$1;xE5J -O.1}
(NB.
(NB. % 10==6) {ar[6]=$2;tag[6]$1;x[6]0}
(NB. h 107) {ar[17]=$2;tag[7]$1;x[7]0.1}
(NB. 'I. 108) {ar[8]$2;tag[81S1;x[810.2}
10
109) {ar[9]$2;tag[91S1;x[9]0.31
(NB.
(NB. 7. 10O) {ar[1O]$2;tag[1O]$1;x[10]0.4}
10O) ar[11]0
(NB.
(NB. 7. 100) if (ar[2]>ar[1]) {ar[11]=ar[11]+1}
100) if (ar[3]>ar[2]) {ar[11]ar[11]+1}
(NB.
100) if (ar[41>ar[31) {ar[llJar[111+11
(NB.
10O) if (ar[5]>ar[4]) {ar[11]ar[11]+1}
(NB.
(NB. 7. 100) if (ar[6]>arI51) {ar[11]ar[11]+1}
100) if (ar[7]>ar[6]) {ar[11]ar[11]+1}
(NB.
(NB. 'I. 100) if (ar[8]>ar[7]) {ar[11]ar[11]+1}
20
(NB. 'I, 10O) if (ar[9]>ar[8]) far [ill ar[11]+1}
(ar[1O]>ar[9])
{ar[11]ar[11]+1}
(NB. '/, 100) if
1O==O)&&(ar Ell] >9)&&(ar Ell <0)&&(ar[1O]>0)) {sxO;syO;b0;st20
if ((NB.

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

7.
h
7.
'h

7.
7.

7.
7,
7,

7.

7,

for (i=1;i<10;i++) {
sx=sx+x[ii
sysy+ar [i]
}

sslO
sxoss=sx/ss

for (i1;i<10;i++) {
t=x[i]-sxoss
st2st2+t*t
b=b+t*ar [i]
}

b=b/st2
a(sy-sx*b)/ss
sigasqrt((1+sx*sx/(ss*st2))/ss)
sigbsqrt(1/st2)

30
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chi2O
for (i1;i<10;i++) {
chi2chi2+(ar[i] -a-b*x[i] )*(ar[j] -a-b*x[i])
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}

q 1
sigdatsqrt(chi2/(10-2))
sigasiga*sigdat
sigbsigb*sigdat
yint-a/b
if(chi2<3e-12)print chi2/ar[101" "a' 'b' "tag El]" "yint
}

}END{ print "The End"
50

Appendix C

Derivations

Figure C—i has the following parameters:-

Figure C—i: Parameters that effect resistance of material

R = resistance
p = resistivity
L = length
A = area

182
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W = width
d = depth
A=Wxd

The resistance of the material is given by equation C.I.

R=p

(C.1)

On substitution of A = W x d get equation C.2.

R=P W L d

(C.2)

When applied to a MOSFET transistor drain where the depth (d) is the junction depth (Xi ) itcan be observed that when the junction depth of the device is
reduced the resistance of the drain will increase.

Appendix D

Split cross bridge measurement

The split cross bridge test structure is used to determine the width of conducting
layers. It may also used to determine the width of the gap etched between two
closely separated conducting lines. Figure D-1 shows the layout of the split cross
bridge with the key features as indicated.
The measurement steps are as follows:1. Calculate the sheet resistivity.

Where V, = V1 - V2 and Ic is the current flowing through I -p 12. (R is
the sheet resistivity).
The large width (Wb) is given by :Wb =

RL b I b
Vb

(D.2)

Where Vb = V2 - V3 and 'b is the current through I -p 13Wb=2W+S
2W = RsL:Is

(D.3)

p13.
Where Vs V4 - V5 and I is the current through I --+134. The spacing is given by:—
S=Wb—W5

(D.4)

Appendix D. Split cross bridge measurement

Figure D-1: Split cross bridge test structure for measurement of line widths of
conducting levels.

Appendix E

Measurement software

This appendix describes the HP-BASIC 5.0 routine to measure the forward / reverse current differences. The routine returns the measured values in the variables
Result 1, Result2 and Result3. If the variable Flag is set to one then the results

are saved to a file (lines 2185 to 2191). The probe card is connected to a switching
matrix as indicated by figure E-1 this should be compared to lines 2095 to 2102.

4062

Forward

Probe card

Switching
Matrix
Reverse

Figure E-1: Switching matrix connections to the probe pads

The other subroutines to measure the substrate currents and to extract the

HE
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187

breakdown voltages are very similar to this subroutine except that the biases
change.
2085 SUB Frsin
2086 COM /Wafdata/ Wfr,Dx,Dy,Clmn,Nmbr,Msr,Out$[7]
2087 COM /Result/ Result 1 ,Result2
2088 COM /Name/ Filename$,©Path
2089 COM /Flags/ Flag
2090 COM /Moreresults/ Result3
2091 CALL Chuckup
2092 WAIT .3
2093 DIM Vdl(51),Idl(51),Vd2(51),1d2(51),Vd3(51),1d3(51),Vd4(51),1d4(51)
2094 INTEGER Source,Drain,Gate,Point ,Integ_time
2095 Drain42 ! Probe is connected to these pins in switching matrix
2096 Source=14
2097 Gate=38
2098 IF ((Clmn MOD 2)=0) THEN
Source=6 ! Change switching matrix for right hand transistor
2099
Drain=28
2100
Gate=4
2101
2102 END IF
2103 Vstart=0
2104 Vstop=5
2105 Vstep=.1
2106 Compliance= 1.E-2 ! Current not to exceed this value.
2107 Vg=5
2108 Integ_time=1
2109 Point =INT((Vstop—Vstart)/Vstep)+1
2110
2111 Init_system
! Set the SMUs
2112 Set_smu(Integ_time)
2113 Connect (FN Smu(1),Drain)
2114 Connect (FN Smu(2),Gate)
2115 Connect(FNGnd,Source)
2116 Force_v(Gate,0)
2117 Set iv(Drain,1,0,Vstart,Vstop,Point,0,0,Compliance)
2118 Sweep i v(Drain,2,0,1d3(*),Vd3(*))
2119 Disable-port
2120 Connect
2121
2122 mit_system
2123 Set_smu(Integ_time)
2124 Connect (FN Smu(1),Drain)
2125 Connect (FN Smu(2),Gate)
2126 Connect (FN Gnd,Source)
2127 Force_v(Gate,Vg)
2128
2129 Setiv( Drain, 1,0 ,Vstart ,Vstop,Point ,0,0,Compliance)
2130 Sweep i v(Drain,2,0,Idl(*),Vdl(*))
2131 Vdl(51)=5.1
2132 Idl(51)=Idl(50)
2133

10

20

30
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2134
2135
2136
2137
2138
2139
2140
2141
2142
2143
2144
2145
2146
2147
2148
2149
2150
2151
2152
2153
2154
2155
2156
2157
2158
2159
2160
2161
2162
2163
2164
2165
2166
2167
2168
2169
2170
2171
2172
2173
2174
2175
2176
2177
2178
2179
2180
2181
2182
2183
2184
2185

50
Disable-Port
Connect
mit_system
Set_smu(Integ_time)
Connect (FN Smu(1),Drain)
Connect (FN Smu(2),Gate)
Connect (FN Gnd,Source)
Force_v(Gate,Vg)
Point2Point*(_1)
Set_iv(Drain,1,0,Vstart,Vstop,Point,0,0,Compliance)
60
Sweep i v(Drain,2,0,1d4(*),Vd4(*))
Disable-Port
Connect
Temp=Drain
Drain=Source
Source=Temp
mit_system
Set_smu(Integ_time)
Connect (FN Smu(1),Drain)
Connect (FN Smu(2),Gate)
70
Connect (FN Gnd,Source)
WAIT 1
Force _v(Gate,Vg)
S et-iv( Drain,1 ,0 ,Vstart ,Vstop ,Point ,0,0,Compliance)
Sweep _i v(Drain,2,0,1d2(*),Vd2(*))
Vd2(51)5.1
1d2(51)=1d2(50)
Vd4(51)=5.1
1d4(51)=1d4(50)
Maxi0
80
! Find largest current
FOR I1 TO Point
IF Idl(I)>Maxi THEN Maxi=Idl(I)
IF 1d2(I)>Maxi THEN Maxi=1d2(I)
IF 1d4(I)>Maxi THEN Maxi=1d3(I)
! Draw graph to screen
NEXT I
Lingraph(Vstop,Maxi*1000,I1DRAIN VOLTAGE (V) ","DRAIN CURRENT (mA)","VD-ID CURVE
LINE TYPE 1
FOR 1=1 TO Point
DRAW Vd1(I),Id1(I)*1000
! PRINT Idl(I)
90
NEXT I
MOVE 0,0
LINE TYPE 4
FOR 1=1 TO Point
DRAW Vd2(I),1d2(I)*1000
NEXT I
LINE TYPE 5
FOR 1=1 TO Point
DRAW Vd4(I),Id4(I)*1000
NEXT I
100
! Output Three columns to file, voltage, forward I and reverse I
IF Flag1 THEN
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2186
2187
2188
2189
2190
2191
2192
2193
2194
2195
2196
2197
2198
2199

FOR 1=1 TO 50
DIM Line$[36]
OUTPUT LineS USING "#, SD. 5DE ,SD. 5DE ,SD. SDE" ;Vdl(I),Idl(I),1d2(I)
OUTPUT ©Path;Line$
NEXT I
END IF
Disable-port
Connect
110

CALL Chuck-down
Result l =Id l(30)-1d2(30)
Result2=Id1(30)
Result3=1d3(30)
SUBEND

Appendix F

RS/1: Statistics definitions

An analysis of variance and definition of terms used within the RS/1 statistical
software package is given below, where the mean sum of squares is the sum of
squares divided by its degrees of freedom.

Mean sum of squares

Source of variation

M

Lack of fit (about regression)

(rn—p)

.
m

r3

(Y—)2

S2 = Pure (experimental) error

(n
M

rj

M

rj

2=1

j=1

(y>)2

SR2 = Residual
=

1

Total

where:

190

m)

P)
(Y—)2
2
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i-n

number of unique xi locations

n

total number of data points n =r i

p

total number of parameters in model

Ti

number of data points at a, (replicates)

Xi

set of values of all independent variables (xi) for data point i
measured value of dependent variable at xi and replicate r3

'

fitted value of Y at xi (from model)

Yi

mean measured value of dependent variable at xi

çr

grand mean of all measured values

In addition to the ANOVA calculations, a number of tests can be carried out
to test the quality of model fit:
Hypothesis

Statistical test
52

Goodness of Fit of model
Adjusted squared multiple correlation coefficient

Se2
SR
2
Rdj = 1 - ST2

The Goodness of Fit test determines whether the model is an adequate fit for
the experimental data i.e., whether the empirical model is a good approximation
for the mechanistic model. The test determines whether the model predicted
variance in Y is larger than the experimentally determined variance.
The adjusted squared multiple correlation coefficient R d is the proportion of
the total variation about the grand mean Y that is explained by the fitted model
and is adjusted to account for the number of parameters in the model.

Appendix G

Breakdown voltage extraction

awk 'BEGIN{xE301]

;yE3011 ;avxE751 ;avyI751 ;dyE751 ;d2y[76] ;d3y[75] ;dydx[75] ;n11
{xEn]=$1 ;yEn]=$2;n++}
END{f or (n1; n<76 n++) {avx En] =x (n- 1) *4) +2]
avy En] =yE(n_i)*4+1]+yE(n_1)*4+2]+y[(n1)*4+3]+Y[(n 1)*4+4]
avy [n] = avy En] /4}
for(n=2;n<76;n++){dy En] =avy En] - avy En- 1]}
for (n=2 ;n<76 ;n++)-Ed2y [n] dy[n]-dy[n-1] }
for (n=2 ; n<76 ; n++) {d3y En] =d2y [n] -d2y En-i] }
for(n=1;n<76;){dydxEn]=(1/avx[2]avxE1])*(dyEn](dY2 [fl]/2)(dY3[n]/6));n}
10
for(n=2;n(76;n++){dy En] =dydx En] dydx En- 1]}
for(n=2;n<76;n++){d2y En] =dy En] dy En- 1]}
for(n2 ; n<76; n++) {d3y En] =d2y En] -d2y En- i] }
for(n=1;n<76;){dydxEn](i/avx[2]avxEl])*(dy[n](dy2[n]/2)(dY3[n]/6))
print avx[n],' ',dydx[n];n++}
},

This program uses awk to implement the second order numerical differentiation
as described in section 6.4.
The first three lines of the program between BEGIN and END simply read the
data into two arrays x[301] and yE3011. This data is then averaged over four
consecutive measurements to reduce noise and then two first order differentiations
are performed on this data; hence two repetitions of the same pieces of code. The
last three lines print out the resulting second order differentiation.
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Design of Test Structure
Abstract
A novel method for fabricating asy mmetric lightly doped drain
transistors has been developed. These transistors were measured
and a range of precisely known a symmetries determined. These
transistors have been measured to investigate how asymnieti
affects the performance. The paper includes a comparison between measured results and computer simulations.

To investigate asymmetry effects, a pseudo-CMOS process has
hoer, developed. The transistors were laid out on the test chip
using the Progressional Offset Technique (POT) [1) (figure 1
which enables many LDD transistors of different and asymmetric
LDD lengths to be fabricated on the same wafer. The columns
on the test chip consisted of ten transistors. Each transistor
in the column has the position of the gate drawn OJ/.sm offset
relative to the previous transistor. The bottom transistor in time

Introduction

column had a -0.5pm offset, with the top one having a +0.4pm

With modern transistor sizes becoming smaller, the use of Lightly
Doped Drain (LDD) transistors to nunirnise the peak electric

offset.
The process starts by defining the polysilicon gate, after
which the source-drain regions are formed. It should be noted

field has become commonplace. Many standard fabrication Pro70 to avoid channelling. This can
cesses use an angled implant of

that they not self-aligned to the gate. The COD implant is then
performed so that it is self aligned to the gate. However, mis-

result in asymmetric transistors if the gate causes shadowing of

alignment between the gate and the source-drain region means

the implant.
The conventional method for producing LDD transistors uses

that the exact degree of asymmetry of the set of transistors is
unknown and this must be determined by measurement.

oxide sidewall spacers. \Vhen a systematic investigation into

The transistors were aligned so that the angled 7° LDD ins.

asymmetric devices is performed this approach is impractical

plant would not be affected by shadowing from the polysilicon

because of the inhere nt symmetrical nature of the spacers.
This paper describes a novel method for producing LDD

gate. However a test column was fabricated on the same die so
that the poivsilicon gate would shadow the mimplant. The polysil-

transistors with quantifiable degrees of asymmetry. These tran-

icon gate of the test column was at 90' to all the others POT

sistors can be used to examine the effect of asymmetry on per-

columns. This test column was used to measure the difference

formance.

produced by shadowing of the LDD implant.

0.1 micron relative difference between gales

Symmetrical
Transistor

Figure 1: Progressional Offset Technique
92CF13 102-1
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Response Surface Experiments

The transistors had several parameters that were varied. These
were:- length, width, LDD length, gate oxide thickness and LDD
implant dose. The rancus of values that were varied are described in table l..The mask determined parameters vere fitted
to a Central Composite Face (CC F) experiment, and values chosen with the aid of PSI Discover [2].

Figure 2: Id versus Vd, for an asymmetrical LDD transistor when
the source and drain are interchanged (V = 5V)

se-se
Parameter
Gate oxide (A)
LDD dose
LDD length (tarn)

450
_______
13

______________
500
l0
2.3

::
.4.1300i2
7

Length (Lm)
Width (Jim)

seos
.25-06

Symmetrical transistor

0.7
11

-E-06

therefore transistors
either side have a

.55-06

known asymmetry

-80-06
'0-05

Table I: Parameter variation in experiment

10. 1 micron relative offset)
0

2

4

6

8

a

Transistor in POT column
The objective of this experimental design is to minimise the
number of experiments required to create a response surface of

Figure :3: Plot of typical results for current difference in POT
column when source and drain are swapped

the measured values. The response surface can then be used to
deduce the values of response factors for combinations of control
factors for which no experiment has been performed. This is
a valuable tool which can be used to determine the optimum
transistor size. An example of a quadratic response surface is as
follows:oIlosvs

This technique does not have to rely on having an exactly
svtntttetrical transistor to detertrutse the layout of the POT column. In figure 3 the variation of the current difference is reasonably linear, therefore fitting a straight line to these data points
can be used to extract the relative offsets of the transistors.
Once the asymmetry of the transistors has been determined it
is then possible to examine how this affects the performance of

response = as
response

the device.

± 0 1 LDD+anL±a3\V
±

c11 LDD2 + 0 22 L ± a_33 W3

+ O12 LDDL ± Q 3LDDW + e-3LW

(1)

Where 0. - .023 are the coefficients that are fitted, and LDD,
L and W are the mask parameters:- LDD length, transistor
width and transistor length.

Results
A comparison of how the LDD region affects the substrate current was performed. This comparison was between transistors
with symmetrically lightly doped source-drain regions, those
with a known asymmetry and finally for transistors without any

Measurement of Test Structure

lightly doped regions.
Figure 4 shows a typical substrate current for a symmetri-

A simple technique of swapping the source and drain can be

cal LDD transistor, compared with that for a non-LDD device

used to determine the asymmetry of the transistors. This is

of similar size. This graph shows that, in this case, the LDD

performed by comparing 'd at Vth = .5V for the two measurement

transistor helps only to marginally reduce the substrate current.

configurations shown in figure 2. From this, the position of

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the value of the peak

the symmetrical transistor can be determined since swapping

substrate current and the asymmetry of the device. This shows

the terminals on a symmetrical device will result in identical

no correlation between the asymmetry of the lightly doped re-

characteristics as shown in figure 3. From this the asyimnetrY of
all the other transistors can be determined from the incremental

gion and the peak substrate current. This indicates that as-vinmetrical devices are --Ito he any more susceptible to hot

offset.

electron effects than normal LDD transistors.

108.
Currentrlifinrnncn

-

5E-O5

..

Normal transistor

LIDD ansso

Figure 1: \arialioti 01 substrate current as a function of gate

PosSion in POT column
N0T0i S00dOd

voltage for conventional and LDD transistors.
PealcsubsU&te curre

Figure 7: Comparison of

'do

as a function of asymmetry for

shadowed and non-shadowed LDD transistors.

Response surfaces

Once the symmetrical transistors had been identified they
were measured and the parameters were analysed by RS/Discover
The resulting response surface is shown in figure S.

Figure 5: Peak substrate current for transistors with incrementally varied LDD asymmetries

Figure 6 shows a family of substrate currents for different
----------------

transistor lengths. The peak of these currents varies as the in:1

...

verse of the transistor length as would be expected.
The column of transistors that had the gate at 900 to all the

---------------

other transistors (hence the LDD implant would be shadowed

-------------

on one side) was measured. These were compared to transistors of the same dimensions but non-shadowed. The forward
- reverse current differences are compared in figure 7. The addition of the shadowed region has a large effect on the current
drive of the transistors. This is illustrated in figure 7 where the
swapped terminal differences are pronounced. While some of the
asymmetry effect of the shadowed transistor may have been due
to gross misalignment the fact that a similar effect was noticed
on all seven wafers indicates that shadowing was probably the
dominant factor
S

Figure 8: Response surface showing effect of transistor size on
drive current
Figure 8 shows that the current drive of the device is maximised for transistors with both the shortest channel length and
the shortest LDD length. This is the expected result since the
LDD regions introduce series resistance to the transistor which
—
LI
1

will reduce the current. Equation 2 represents the fitted equa2

Figure 6: Variation of substrate currents with V 50
transistor lengths

tion for the drive current Id. Notice that some parameters have
for different

been eliminated because they have no influence on the value of

109.
'a = 0.000136
- 0.000003 x LDD - 0.000047 x L + 0.000060 x 'N
+ 0.000013 x L2
+ 0.000002 x LDD x L - 0.000019 x L x 'N

(2)

It should be noted that these coefficients are normalised to
the range over which the experinnnt was performed [21.
Simulation
Computer simulation was used to both refine the process and to
simulate electrical testing of the devices. The simulators that
were used were from the TMA suite. The process simulator
used was TSUPREM-4 [3] which is a two dimensional process
simulator. This was used to create the information which was
used by PISCES-213 [4) to analyse the transistor performance.
The output from the process simulation of an asymmetric
LDD transistor is shown in figure 9 in which the doping contours
are plotted to indicate the source and drain. The advantages of
two—dimensional simulation is that sideways diffusion of doparit
can be easily modelled.
Device simulation for drain voltage of 20V is shown in figure
10 and the swapped source—drain terminals simulation is shown
in figure 11. The contours in the simulations are the areas where

Figure 10: Electrical simulation of transistor showing impact
ionisation areas.

impact ionisation is found. These simulations also show the
metallurgical junction and the depletion region. Comparing figures 10 and 11 indicates that transistors with long LDD regions
move the areas of highest impact ionisation from beneath the
gate [5, 61.

Figure 9: Doping profile produced by computer simulation. This
plot only shows the n type implant.

Figure 11: Electrical simulation of transistor showing impact
ion:sation areas.

110.
Figure 12 highligh ts sum's Of the difficulties it: usmg corn-

a difference in the drive currenis on swapping the source-drain

puter simulation. It shows the drain currents in both forward

terminals. This was CsptCialIy nutheable when LDD regions of

and reverse meaaurenreut for a PO'I' column of transistors- The

the devices were shadowed by the polysilicon gate.

absolute values of the currents do not var', in a linear manner,
but exhibit a sawtooth behaviour. When the difference between

and National Semiconductor Santa Clara for their financial assis-

the forward and reverse currents are measured a linear trend

tance during the project- Financial assistance was provided by

is observed. The sawtooth behaviour is a function of the grid

die Science ,nid Eiginec:iirg Research Council (SERC). Software

used to simulate the devices and this effect can probably be

for simulation was prov:r:"i

minimised by taking extreme care in the grid definition.

RS/Discover w:ts provides . PibN lnc.

Simulated Current
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